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FOREWORD

This report, and the Technical Supplement (HADC-TH-bl-117B)

bound separately and entitled "Magnetic Core Access Switches,"

were prepared by the Computer Techniques Laboratory of Stanford

Research Institute, Menlo Park, California, on Contract

AF 30(602)-2227 with BADC. The research work covered the

period from 1 April 1960 to 1 April 1961; this report and the

Technical Supplement are the final reports on this work.

The contract efforts were performed under the cognizance
of the Information Processing Laboratory, Data Processing Branch

(BAWID), Rome Air Development Center with Mr. Senatro J. luorno

as Project Engineer.
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ABSTRACT

We have used the artifice of a conceptual model of a

storage unit in order to classify the various kinds of storage
units according to their terminal characteristics. The impor-

tant terminal characteristics are the storage capacity, speed

and order of access, the operating mode, and the permanence

of the stored data. We dissected this model into four funda-

mental parts, an aggregate of storage registers, access equip-

ment for selection and excitation of the desired register, the

sensing equipment for determining the data stored in the
register, and the organizational scheme used for their inter-

connection. The various techniques for achieving these funda-

mental operations, either in use or being developed, are
outlined and discussed. The relation between the use of par-

tirular techniques in a storage unit and the position of that

storage unit on the capacity vs speed graph is shown with

some predictions for improvements.
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ABSTRACT
OF TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT

A number of the more commonly known magnetic core access switches
are combined in a single analytical model. In addition to yielding as
special eases the known access switches on which it is based, this model
produces many apparently new switches. Relationships among the various
parameters in this model are developed in such a way that the designer
may choose the number of drivers, tihe load-sharing factor, the number of
turns of wire per switch core and the magnitude of the maximum disturbing
magnetomotive force within certain limits. As further aids to the designer,
a number of tables are included and algorithms are given which may be used
to match the switch properties closely to the design requirements. Several
methods are developed for economizing on the number of drivers used in
switches, and certain special access switches are treated. The current
knowledge is reviewed on a fairly recent and important class of access
switches, known as load-sharing zero-noise switches. These switches are
compared with one another, and a fundamental theorem is proved that such
switches can have no more outputs than inputs. Several new classes of
load-sharing zero-noise switches are developed and analyzed; in particular,
switches are developed which for a given number of outputs allow more
flexibility in the choice of the load-sharing factor than formerly was
the case.
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K FUNAMKNT-AL-INVESTI-GATION OF D1fO T'A-L..
STORAGE AND ACCESS TECHNIQUES

I INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report was to re-examine, classify, and study
existing and new storage and access techniques. The aim of such a study

is to gain a better understanding of the fundamental principles of storage
and access techniques so that better selections can be made of the prom-
ising new research and development areas to pursue in this field. The
work is presented in two parts. The first is a broad survey and classi-

fication of storage units and their fundamental parts. The second part,
under separate cover and titled "Magnetic Core Access Switches, Technical

Supplement to IADC-TR-61-117A," covers a detailed study of the very crucial
area of 5ccess tu sLured data. Very early in the survey part of the
project, it wws found that access techniques had received considerably lcza
attention in the literature than had storage. As storage capacity of new
units increases, a greater burden is placed on design techniques for access.
The abstract of that study report appears on page ix of this volume.

The survey portion of the work is presented in four sections; each
section contains many bibliographic references for further details on

particular techniques.

Section II presents a conceptual model of a digital storage system.

Through this model we are able to define a digital storage system as any
system having a set of three distinct types of inputs, entitled data,
address, and control and a single data output which is displaced in time.
We next classify existing and possible types of storage units into dif-

ferent functional groups or classes, according to the characteristics

observable at these terminals.



II CLASSIFICATION ACCOnING TO TENMINAL CHIRACTERISTICS

A. GENERAL DEFINITIONS

The definition of elementary concepts and the terminology used

throughout the report are stated here for clarity.

Digital computers are classically composed of five basic units:

(1) input, (2) storage, (3) arithmetic, (4) switching and control, and

(5) output. This investigation is concerned with equipment and techniques

used primarily in storage units. The sum of remaining units will be re-

ferred to in this report as the "parent system." The terminals of a
storage unit, then, are its connections with the parent system. The func-

tions of the storage unit are: (1) to receive digital data and control

information via these terminals, (2) retain this data inviolate until some

later time and (3) return it to the parent system upon request. A great

deal can be said about how these functions are performed from the char-

acteristics at the terminals alone, withnut knowing the additional details

of the circuits and techniques employed internal to the storage unit.

In order to facilitLate such

discussions we will introduce
ADDRESS

the simple conceptual model of a A

storage unit shown in Fig. 1.

This model is shown with four sets
of terminals (separate from any DATA DATA

INPUT DIGITAL STORAGE OuTpuT

power inputs): (1) address, UNIT R

(2) control, (3) data input and

(4) data output. Since we are

concerned here only with digital c

storage units, the types of sig- CONTROL

nals carried by these terminals FIG. I
are, of necessity, digital. As CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF A STORAGE UNIT
such, a terminal may be a single (his shows only the terminals)
pair of leads carrying serial

data, or many leads carryingdata
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in parallel. Also, the digital data may be represented by voltage pulses

or levels, current pulses or laels-or whatever -sheme--Iaused-bythe-pare-t.

system and are assumed to enter our model storage unit via a "register"

which converts the inputs to whatever logic form required by the storage

unit and which reconverts the outputs to match the parent system,

The data inputs and data outputs of our conceptual model will be in

words of a fixed number of bits. The number of bits in this word is

determined in the design of the parent system and governs the number of

leads in either the data input or output terminals. Of course, if the

data are bit serial, the word size controls only the time required to

enter or leave the model. Each of these words is associated with a par-

ticular address-that is, upon inserting data into the storage unit, the

parent system assigns an address to each word it wishes to store. For

the parent system to retrieve a word, it must repeat the address to which

that word was assigned. The storage capacity of a storage unit can thus

be reckoned in two ways, either by the number of available addresses for

word storage or, more commonly, by this number of words multiplied by the

number of bits per word, This latter is referred to as bit capacity.

The time elapsed from the point when the parent system requests a

stored word until that word is made available to the parent system by

the storage unit is called the read access time. The time during which

the parent system must wait between two requests for data from the storage

unit is called the read cycle time. Likewise, the time elapsed between

the storage of two words in different addresses is called the write cycle

time. Variations of these terms appropriate to individual types of stor-

age units will be introdluced with the particular type.

In Fig. 2 is shown a graph of the logarithm of bit capacity versus

the logarithm of average read access time for a number of typical storage

units. The read access time is used in preference to read/write cycle

time in order to more accurately compare with read-only storage units.

When read access time could not be quoted separately from R/W cycle time,

half of the value of the latter was used. The average of variable read

access times was used for simplicity. The logarithm of these quantities

was used primarily for range compression; however its use clearly shows

a division of available units into two groups, one of closely packed points

on the left and the other more loosely spread on the right. The existence

4
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of these two groups has been recognized by many, and they have received a

variety of names, such as primary and secondary units, electronic and

mechanical storage units, working and back-up storage units, and high-

and low-speed storage units. None of these dichotomies fits exactly the

descriptions that follow and we shall prefer to call them high-speed and

back-up groups of storage units. A third group exists (not represented

in Fig. 2) in which the capacity is effectively unlimited. Examples of

storage units in this third group are magnetic tape, punched paper tape

and punched card units where blocks of the storage medium may be manually

removed and stored in a warehouse. Such storage units are very similar

to input/output units and occasionally are referred to as external storage

units as opposed to the internal storage units of Fig. 2. The use of

several storage units of increasing capacity and increasing read-access

"time in the same computing system is called a hierarchy of storage units.

Such hierarchies exist because back-up storage units can provide large

capacity storage at a considerably smaller cost per bit than can high-

speed stores.

B. CLASSIFICATTON

Two terminal characteristics (capacity and spee,) have already been

mentioned. Three others which provide the basis for classifying kinds

of storage units are (I) the operating mode, (2) the order of access and

(3) the permanence of the stored data.

1. OPERATING MODE

The addressable mode is the most common operating mode of storage

units and was the mode assumed for the operations discussed in Part A.

There are two independent phases to the operation, (*) that of in-

serting or storing data in the storage unit, and (2) that of retrieving

data from it. The former we will call the write phase and the latter

the read phase.

For the operation of the write phase the storage unit must have

three sets of signals from the parent system. It must have the word to

be stored or data input, the address in which it is to be stored and a

control signal indicating the desire and time to store data. In the

conceptual model of Fig. 1, these are shown with arrowheads indicating

I'
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inputs. The data and address inputs must either be available from the

parent system at the moment the control signal indicates the start of a

write phase, or they must be available just prior to the control signal

and held in registers within the storage unit until used.

In order to retrieve a word previously stored, it is necessary for

the parent system to supply two sets of inputs: (1) the address at which

the desired word is stored, and (2) the control signal to read. In this

case whatever data had been previously written into the storage register

of this location will appear as a data output.

Specifically these two phases may be described by the relation

W(t) = f[AM), I(t), C (C)]

R(t + At) = f[A(t + At), C U(t + At), W(t)]

if

A(t + At) = A(t)

Here, W and I stand for the two phasc, hrit f ind LcUd respectively, t

indicates the time of C. or the initiation by control of the write phase,

t + At indicates the time of CH or the initiation of the read phase, and

and A and I are the address and data or information inputs. K and R es-

sentially mean 'the proper functioning of" their particular phase, hence

R requires an output while O does not.

A second important operating mode is the content addressed mode.

As before, this is a two-phase mode--indeed, the write phase is identical

in both modes. The difference is in the read phase, where all or a por-

tion of the stored digital data is made part of the input of this read

phase rather than the address. Output can be derived in several forms.

The most familiar operation is a search for stored data on the basis of

a known word or partial word. Here the word (or portion of it) is pre-

sented as an input and compared with all stored words serially until a

match is found. In this case the output will be the remainder of the

stored word or a unit record of a given number of stored words following

the input data word. This is possible in many magnetic drum and tape

7



i
storage units, (This is distinct from the ability of a parent system to

give an addressable storage unit successive addresses until the searched

for data word comes out; here, the storage unit must recognize the match

between input and output data.)

Recent storage units have been described' which permit the quizzing

of all storage registers in parallel for a match with the data input.

Such storage units are given the name of "associative" units to differ-

entiate this type of content addressing from the serial scanning mentioned

above. Associative storage units may be fully associative, and the entire

stored data word used as input. In this case the output may be either the

address at which it was stored, ur simply yes or no, according to whether

the input word is or is not contained within the storage unit. A partially

associative mode refers to a storage unit which is capable of accepting a

variable-length field which is a fractional part of the full data word stored. 2

The tag mode is an associative mode in which the storage unit accepts

a fixed portion of the stnred data word as an input. The partial tag mode

may accept a variable fraction of this tag, as follows:

R(t + At) n f[l(t + At), 1(t))

I(t + At) = I(t)

01 sooim field of I(t).

The third operating mode of importance is the buffer mode. Buffer

storage units also operate in a write and read phase. During the write

phase, only the data word and control signal are presented as inputs, and

no address is specified. During the read phase, only the control signal

is an input and the data words are read out in the order in which they

were stored, i.e., "first in, first out." Such storage units are gener-

ally used to couple slow input/output units to higher-speed parent systems.

They are not considered as internal storage; however, the components and

techniques are essentially the same as those of the other units considered.

Recently a "pushdown buffer" has been announced 3 for use as a special-

purpose internal storage unit. This type of buffer differs only in that

it is "last in, first out."

A large class of growing importance is that of the fixed or permanent

storage units. These do not have a write phase, as such, since the stored

8



data were essentially wired in when the unit was built. This permits a

wide variety of new techniques to be used. Such units are used for table

look-up, program storage, or sub-routine storage. Closely related is the

semi-permanent or slow-write, fast-read storage units in which the data

are more readily changeable.

It should be pointed obt that the List 4 and Tries memories are not

operating modes of hardware storage units per se, rather they are ways in

which an addressable, erasable, random access storage unit may be recon-

figured by a programmer to make it particularly useful for the solution

of certain classes of problems.

2. ORDER OF AccEss

Another very useful way of classifying storage units according to

their terminals is by Order of Access, which refers to the way in which

successive input addresses are interrelated.

If the presentation of a particular address to the storage unit as

an input is completely independtent of the past history of addresses pre-

sented to the unit, then the order of access is said to be random access.

That is, from the terminals one can at any time address any particular

storage register with cssentially equal elapsed time without affecting

the time required to retrieve data from the next address given. This

random order of access imp] ies the input address is decoded to a selected

storage register which is then coupled to the information input in such

a fashion that there is nothing unique about any particular order of

addressing these registers

Today, virtually all high-speed, random-access storage units in

general-purpose computers use storage registers of magnetic cores.

The Order of Access is said to be cyclic access if the addresses are

arranged serially, must be traversed in one direction, and if the first

address follows immediately after the last address. Such is the case,

for instance, with a magnetic drum. The read access time for any partic-

ular address is thus history dependent, i.e., it depends upon the number

of addresses between the one coupled to the input at the instant the

input siqnals are available and the desired address. For example, if a

particular system is coupled to Address l,has 10 addresses in a track,

9
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and desires to couple to Address a, then the time to cycle through 1, 2,
3, .... a must elapse. On the other hand, if at the instant the input

signals indicated a desire to couple to a, the equipment was coupled to

a - 1 then a minimum time would be required for read access. Again, to

move from a + 1 to a requires traversing the entire track of a addresses

and hence a maximum read access time. It is seen from this discussion

that read access time actually has no meaning in a cyclic order of access;

instead, the average read access time should be used, which is defined as

1/2 (min + max access times). Of course occasionally one can beat the

average time by being clever.

0 Cyclic access is achieved primarily by the use of rotating equipment

such as magnetic drums and disc. The use of delay lines also produces

cyclic access.

If the addresses are arranged in an essentially linear fashion (as in

a reel of magnetic tape), so that to progress serially from any address to

any other requires passing all intervening addresses, the order is serial

access. Such schemes are usually reversible, i.e., they can be moved from

higher-numbered addresses to lower and vice versa with equal ease. Thus

it is seen that the elapsed time in getting from one address to another is

dependeut. on the number of interveniing addresses but not cri the direction.

The time from highest numbered address to the lowest is a maximum rather

than a minimum, and is the same as the time required to progress from the

lowest numbered address to the highest. Hence, the average read-access

time as defined for cyclic access is important when the storage unit is

given single address inputs at random. There is an additional parameter

which is used if a large block of addresses are to be requested simulta-

neously. This is the rate of data transfer; it involves the elapsed time
in moving from one address to the adjacent address and the amount of data

obtained from that address.

Serial access is most often found in magnetic or punched paper tapes,

punched cards and similar storage units. These have much in common with

input/output units and often are distinguished from them only by the manner

in which tapes and cards are used.

The order of access is the principal determinant of the amount of time

consumed in the execution of a particular type of problem on the computer.

Random order generally takes the least elapsed time but requires the most

10



equipment (and therefore expense). Serial order requires the least access
equipment for a given storage capacity but takes the most elapsed time.
Many studies"1 have been made to determine how much equipment expense is

justified to save time. Each depends on the particular problem, its ur-
gency and available funds.

3. PERMANENCE OF THE STORED DATA

The third major way of classifying memory systems according to effects
observable from the terminals is by the permanence of the stored data. This
permanence is controlled directly by the components, media, or techniques
used to construct the storage registers themselves, and is the dominant
feature which such registers exhibit at the system terminals.

The storage unit is said to be erasable if it is possible to enter
data into the storage unit (both originally and into already used storage

registers) under the control of the parent system. That is, if both the
write and the read phases of the operations are permitted, then the memory
is said to he erasable. Usually in such storage units the write phase will
require roughly the same elapsed time as the read phase. If the write
phase requires considerably more Lime or requires intervention by the op-
erator, the storage unit is often said to be changeable.

Nearly all of the high-speed storage units, such as those designed

around the magnetic core storage on the left in Fig. 2, are erasable. In-

deed it is as easy to write new data into them as to read from them; hence,
such storage units are often referred to as "scratch pad" storage by com-

puter users. Most of the back-up storage units are also designed to be

erasablz; ia the case of magnetic surface storage (as in drums and discs)

it is possible Lo pre-record them and supply them only with reading equip-

ment so that they are no longer erasable. Indeed it is easier to think

of the few examples of storage units which are not erasable than to cite

the many which are.

The storage unit is said to be fixed 8 if the data are essentially

built into the storage registers and cannot be changed without a major
revision in the equipment. Users term such memories "recall" or "read-

only" storage units. They are used primarily to save the expense of the

write equipment of erasable .iemories and to avoid the danger of accidental
erasure. There is little essential difference between such a system and

11



H
a signal recoder (decoder-encoder) except in size. Such storage units

are constructed by presence or absence of diodes, capacitors, etc. at the

intersections of digit lines and selection lines (see Fig. 5). They are

also constructed by permanent wiring-for instance, an entire word may be

stored in a single core where the information is stored by having thb

digit line link or not link this core. This type of storage unit is be-

coming much more important for very large capacity stores as it can gen-

erally be produced at a lower cost per bit.

The storage unit is said to be volatile if the stored data are

vulnerable to loss through power failure or other mishap. This does not,

of course, include the mistaken use of the write command as a mishap.

From the terminals of our conceptual model, all volatile stores must be

considered erasable, However, a distinction is made in that the user may

replace data if the loss of data through volatility. is critical.

The most common volatile storage units employ elect~rical or ultra-

sonic delay lines. The most common examples of the latt~er type of course
are the magnetostrictive and fuzed quartz delays. Such storage units are

very economical and reliable; with reliable power sources the volatility

is not generally considered to be a drawback. Indeed, it has recently

been shown that it is possible to design magnetostrictive lines as fixed

rather than volatile stores. Cryogenic storage units must also be con-

sidered volatile to power failures that last long enough for ambient

temperature to rise above the superconductivity region.

12
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III DISSECTION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF A STORAGE UNIT

A storage unit can be represented by a single conceptual model and

classified into many kinds from its terminal characteristics alone. How-

ever, to fit the general definition of a storage unit, each of these kinds

can be internally divided into four fundamental parts: (1) the storage

medium itself, generally arranged in an aggregate of storage registers;

(2) an access technique to couple the input address register to the de-

sired storage register; (3) a sensing technique for determining the data

stored in the selected register and transferring data to the output

register; and (4) an organizational scheme to provide the controls and basic

equipment which permit the functional parts to produce the de-sired operation.

A. TIHE STORAGE MEDIUM

The fundamental requirement of the storage medium is the retention of

the digital data received from the parent system. Since no method has been

found to be more reliable than binary circuits for the handling of digital

data, the storage is usually also in binary or coded binary form. Storage

of a single binary digit or bit can always be provided by any material,

device or circuit which can be made Lo display a hysteresis loop in its

plot of response versus excitation. The necessary material, device, or

circuit component that stores a single bit is called a storage cell. Such

cells are arranged in groups. The number of cells per group corresponds to

the number of bits in a basic word of the parent system and storage unit.

Such groups are defined as storage registers. One unique register corre-

sponds to each unique address of the storage unit.

Besides the number of cells in a storage register, there are five

important attributes which are useful in classifying these registers. These

are (1) the basic storage mechanism; (2) the physical nature of the storage

media; (3) the permanence of stored information; (4) the nature of the con-

nection with access and (5) the form of energy supplied by access. This

classification is summarized in Fig. 3.
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1. BASIC STOBAOE MECHANISMS

. MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS

Magnetic hysteresis as displayed in ferromagnetic materials is

by far the most frequently exploited basic mechanism. All but a very few

storage units in working computers today exploit this phenomenon in one

way or another. A large amount of basic work has, therefore, been done

to understand magnetic phenomena and detailed accounts may be found in

many texts.1 ' 2' 3' 4 Briefly, if a magnetic field of intensity H is applied

to a given volume of ferromagnetic material, the induced magnetic flux

density, R, will be many times greater than its value in air.s Furthermore,

increases in the value of the magnetic field intensity will eventually

saturate the magnetic flux density in the material, and further increases

in if will not affect B. Upon removal of the applied magnetic field, the

magnetic flux density in the material does not drop to zero, instead, a

certain amount, B,, remains as remanent flux density, providing a natural

stable state. A magnetic field intensity must be applied in the negative

direction in order to return the magnetic flux density to zero. Further

increases in magnitude of the applied field in the negative direction will

reach a saturation flux dens ity in the negative direction; again, upon re-

moval of the applied field, a remnttnet. flux densibty uf -D, will remain in

the material, thus producing Lhe familiar I - II loop.

Several special features make magnetic hysteresis especially

attractive in digital storage. First of all, the two stable states wen-

tioned above are natural or static stable states, i.e., they require no

stand-by power in order to maintain their remanent staLes. Secondly,

magnetic storage registers are nearly always constructed from relatively

inexpensive materials. These materials can be designed to display a very

good threshold, i.e., a sharp nonlinearity in the response-vs excitation

curve. Devices of these materials can be made extremely reliable and re-

sistant to the environment (with the exception they must remain well below

the Curie temperature). Magnetic phenomena can yield very high speeds or

very high storage densities with considerable latitude for compromise to

achieve a particular state.

These properties are realized in a wide variety of devices and

geometrics. The magnetic core, presenting a closed flux path, is by far

the moat common method of exploiting this storage mechanism in high-speed,

erasable storage units. Switching from one stable state to the other is

17
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achipe by pasaing a current on one-gr tare,,wirej kh

of the core to produce a magnetomotive force sufficiently above-the tres-
h-.... . ... .. ,old. eversib e--ww-it•-L--h-i-- ---w-V c ie e by re-Versing:!. :-

the direction of the current. Speeds achieved range from a small fraction

of a microsecond to several microseconds. The switching speed is a function

of the magnitude of the applied field and is inversely related to the amount

or volume of material switched. A most common way of determining the rem-

anent state of the core, as in reading, is to apply an excitation field in

the direction that switches the core to the zero or reset state. If already

in the zero state, little or no switching occurs and relatively small out-

put voltage is induced in the sense circuitry. If in the one state, complete

* switching occurs, inducing relatively greater output voltage in the sense

* circuitry. Thus, the act of reading destroys the stored data, producing a

* destructive read-out. Sufficient circuitry must be applied to rewrite the

data after reading. The ratio of the induced output voltages for ones and

zeros depends upon the volume of switched material and on the speed and

temperature of the col'e. If this excitation energy for core reading comes

from a single source or dimension(see Section III D-2) the magnitude of

the field may be made very large compared to the threshold in order to re-

duce the switching time. This is typically done in linear-select 6
,
7

storage enits. However, if the excitation ,norgy rnmpe from two or more

sources, and each source liilis other registers, thus producing partial ex-

citation in unselected registers, this partial selectio- must remain below

the threshold field, and theoverdrive be limited to asmall selection ratio.8

The most common core sizes are the 80 mil. outside diameter by 50 mil. in-

side diameter and the 50 x 30 mil. cores. While smaller sizes produce

higher speeds, there is a physical limit to the reduction in size that can

be handled in practical situations. Memories are now becoming available

with a 30 x 17 mil. core, which appears to have sufficient mechanical

strength. Packing densities of wired-core storage registers range from a

few thousand to a few million per cubic foot. 9 While unwired cores cost

only around a cent per bit in very large quantities, when they are in-

corporated in finished storage units with access circuitry the cost

generally rises to a few tens of cents per bit, This moderate cost, the

high reliability, and the simplicity of system concept have contributed

to the exploitation of magnetic hysteresis in this form.

Many schemes have been devised and employed for improving the

bharacteristics bf tore storages in one form or another. Using two cores

per bit has Increased the speed, increased temperature tolerance and

18



equainvied th oad on acaaoutputs. I%,2In s~me inat-aoces it- -aw_
vided for nondestructive read-out. Complex device configurations and ...

multiple flux paths have been used to achieve various advantages. The
three-hole transfluxor, l 1AkD,•, 7 and Biax 1 all permit higher speeds and

nondestructive read-out at the expense of increased cost per bit in the

storage register,

Another common method of exploiting magnetic hysteresis is in
elemental saturated areas of a magnetic surface producing an open flux

path. Magnetic theory assumes continuity of flux lines, which establishes

a demagnetizing field in air to permit sensing of the remanent flux state
without acutally switching it. This is usually done by passing a probe

or reading head through the demagnetizing field. 19 Thus, the excitation
energy for the selected register is the mechanical production of a rate

of change of flux which induces a voltage capable of being sensed in the

probe or read head. This operation produces a non-destructive read-out
which can be electrically altered by passing a current through a similar

(or thc same) head at the appropriate time and in the appropfi-ate

direction.

Tfhis process is exploited by applying ;i coating of ferriLe

materials under I mil. thick onto a supporting surface for easy transport
to the vicinity of the read head (as in drums, discs and tapes). Although

magnetic drums ha!ve been used fur the high-speed working storage unit of
some relatively slow machines, their longer access time relegates them

primarily to the role of back-up storage units. There are a wide variety

of techniques for representing primary bits (ones and zeros) in the rem-

anent flux density of a magnetic surface. These include, of course,

positive remanance for one and negative remanents for zero in both return-

to-zero and nonreturn-to-zero schemes. There are also many techniques for

using flux reversals to represent primary values rather than flux densities.

A good review of the available schemes can be found in the available
literature. 4,26Z

The main reason for using storage in a magnetic surface of this

type is the far lower cost per bit than in high-speed storage units. In

drum and disc access of a given storage capacity, costs run from a small

fraction of a cent per bit to a few cents per bit (generally about one

order of magnitude less than high-speed storage units). In tapes, punched

cards, and so on, the storage capacity is unlimited when manual storage on
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-a shelf, is included. However, for single reeis, -ttpe -ati-ai -t1.7V-

a cost per bit of as little as one hundredth of a cent. Since awitlthili ..... -

- ..... .. i te--torage ceI- does not constitute a portion of the access time, the

read access time is limited only by the access circuitry. The mechanical

speed with which read head and storage register can be brought together,

and the maximum frequency limit of the sensing equipment, are the limits

on speed. Packing densities are generally quoted in bits per square inch

of surface and in bits per linear inch under a single head. Practical

limits now seem to be approximately one thousand bits per inch or a few

tens of thousands of bits per square inch. The Laboratory for Electronics

lID file drum achieves 22,000 bits per square inch. Laboratory experiments

"have shown that more than 3,000 bits per inch are possible under single

heads which can be stacked 500 to the inch. 20 It is theoretically possible

to exceed this figure by an order of magnitude.

Many new geometries and driving techniques have recently been

introduced. Most of these have been aimed at reducing the volume of switched

material, either physically or electrically, in order to increase speeds,

reduce energy dissipation, and reduce fabrication costs. The "twistor"

magnetic rod, "tensor" Biax devices nnd the impulse nnd partial switching

techniques are ekamples of this.

Very great increases in speed of switching have been demonstrated

in devices exploiting the rotational mode of switching. In these devices

the entire magnetic domain is rotated to the new orientation simultaneously,

as opposed to domain wall motion. Rotational switching is generally re-

alized in thin film spots, 23
24

.25 cylinders, 5 9 and sheets2of a nickel-iron

alloy similar to Permalloy. Also, the Fluxlok techniquez demonstrates one

example of high-speed rotation in ferrite cores. The switching time of

these devices is limited only by the rise time of the excitation energy. 27,28

The "Curie point" effect provides another interesting way to

store data in~magnetic medium. The entirety of a thin continuous film of

material is magnetized to saturation normal to its surface. An electron

beam is then allowed to impinge on an elemental area (approximately

0.0002 inch in diameter) of the film. The temperature of the spot is thus

raised above the Curie point to effectively demagnetize the area. Read-out

can be effected either electrically by electron mirror microscope or

optically by the Kerr magneto-optic effect. 77
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6..IL.-TBICAL HYSTERR3SJS.FRBROBLACTRICS

FFerroelectrio ma trials arAalai-o-4-on-oampiuds-wi--
dielectric properties which are in many ways analogous to the properties

of ferromagnetic materials, that is, they exhibit electric hysteresis in
polarization vs. electric field intensity. It is this analogy and not the

composition of the materials which accounts for the name. Devices have

been fabricated both from artdflciallygrownsingle crystals and from poly-

crystalline ceramics of either single ferroelectric compounds or mixtures

of compounds. Thin films of ferroelectric materials have also been fabri-

cated. Interest in ferroelectrics for digital storage was stimulated by

their potentially small size and planar geometry which permit many devices

on a single substrate and by the large output signals available. Storage

in these devices can be accomplished by coincident voltage and readout either

by voltage pulses or 1F sensing. Ferroelectric also offer some possibilities

for operation at higher temperatures than ferromagnetics but suffer from the

usual circuit disadvantages of a two terminal device.

Device and storage system development has been disappointing,

largely due to the instability of available materials and the lack of a true

threshold field. Many new materials have become evailable in recent years

and somc offer hope of uvel•ouining some of the difficulties29 but they are

still a long way from useful engineering materials. Switching speeds prob-
ably will never be as fast as ferromagnetics unless extremely thin ferro-

electric films can be developed, because ion displacement is inherently a

slower process than sizin rotation, However, the high impedance and non-

linearity of ferroelectric devices have been advantageous in conjunction

with electroluminescent storage and display devices. 3

Somewhat akin to the remanent dipole storage of ferroelectrics

is the persistent internal polarization storage in phosphorus.31

C. STORED ELECTRIC CHARGE

The fact that capacitors can be built with extremely low leakage

gives the possibility of providing reasonable long-term storage by merely

charging a linear capacitor, However, sinue such a device does not have

natural stable states, artificial amounts or levels of charge placed on the

capacitor must be defined as representing required ones and zeros. Likewise,

since the leakage current cannot be made identically zero a mechanism must

be provided to periodically recharge the capacitUL. No nonlinearity is
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inherent in such a device, therefore add"tiona-devices muat be associ'ated
with the individual storage.cells to.ceainxAih 4e-b--be-en--rpomr.. .

and excitat ion, A notable example of the use of linear capacitors in
storage is the diode capacitor store; 3here the nonlinearity is supplied
by small diodes and the storage by the capacitor. This storage unit had
the advantage of being extremely fast, but was too expensive for general
use, In the barrier grid store, 3the nonlinearity is supplied by the
ability to control the electron beam to charge elemental areas of the
phosphor through the grid. Both such stores were used in early computers,
but were found to be more expensive and more difficult to maintain than
the ferromagnetic core and are no longer generally used,

d. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE AND GAIN NONLINEAHITY

A hysteresis loop in the response-vs-excitation characteristic
can be artificially produced by the suitable combination of linear and
nonlinear circuits elements. Many two-terminal devices can be combined
with a power source and linear resistance whose load line intersects the
device characteristic to produce the two stable states. These states are
not natural or static-in that some power inust be dinwn continuously from
the source to maintain thin Devices of thi6 type are termed negattve
resistance elements; examples include the neon bull),4 the tunnel diode, 5

and the Cryosar.36 Several three-terminal devices can be arranged into

flip-flop circuits having similar Jidracteristics, typically vacuum tubes
and transistors. Such circuits are said to employ gain nonlinearityr

The principal advantage of circuits exploiting these storage
mechanisms is the speed of response Generally speaking, the cost of
storage in these circuits (several dollars per bit) is far too great to

consider for very large capacity storage units. However, compatibility
of input/output signals from registers employing these circuits with the
signals used in logic circuits, and the high speed of circuit response

make them very useful for the few storage registers within other units
of the parent system and as input/output registers for storage units.

The extreme speeds (switching speeds less than one nanosecond)
of tunnel diodes and their very small physical size has led to considerable
effort to design reasonably large capacity, extremely high-speed memory
around these devices.37 However, the problems of sensing the stored bit
and the very high cost per bit of storage cells designed around these
elements have not yet been suitably solved.
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solete. Now interest in relay circuitry as a storage mechanism has been -i

S Igenerated by the possibility of manufacturing microminiature relay devices

with electron-beam-machining.

e. SIGNAL DELAY

A very useful mechanism for achieving storage takes advantage

of the delay time inherent in the velocity of propagation of signals.A

This includes electric delay lines, in which the signal energy remains in

electric form.40 In these lines the velocity of propagation and the Q of

the line preclude the storage of more than a few bits. Hence their most

important use has been in single-bit storage for dynamic flip-flops.

Much more important are the so-called acoustic or ultrasonic

delay lines. In these lines the signal energy is converted to a mechanical

stress by a write transducer at the input and reconverted to electrical

energy by a read transducer at the output. Early media used included
quartz and mercury tanks in which the data were transmitted as bursts of
I- to 2-Nic energy (hence"acoustic" is a misnomer). The propagation delay

and Q of these lines permitted a few hundred bits per channel. Such lines

were, however, very sensitive to temperature.

Magnetostrictive delay lines are the most common means of ex-

ploiting signal delay in currently available storage units. 41 Such lines

are essentially a rod or wire of an iron-nickel alloy which tends to change

its physical dimensions in a magnetic field. Thus the write/read trans-

ducers are merely solenoids to produce the pulsed magnetic field. Bit in-

formation is propagated as single (or double) pulses of mechanical stress

rather than bursts of high frequencies. Both the line and the associated

circuitry are comparatively simple, reliable, and inexpensive. Hence, such

lines have become the primary storage in many low-cost systems whose op-
erating speeds can tolerate the cyclic access (therefore similar and

competitive with magnetic drums). Although this mechanism is inherently
volatile, the ability to place many sense coils (read transducers) along

the line has led to several fixed storage techniques with magnetostrictive

lines. 4
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"Another type of signal delay which has not yet been fully ex-

-poited isapin echo e4 The dtaa are "o-red--uing-•he--n-ul-ear---pi--ph-e

nomenon of organic materials in a strong stationary magnetic field. Data

!9 are entered via a solenoid around the material and are retrieved from
this coil following a recall pulse. The pulses are returned in a mirror

image (i.e., last-in, first-out) in time about the recall pulse. In

general, this format and timing are not conducive to digital computer

storage. A more serious disadvantage is that data can not be re-entered

immediately on reading, since a settling time is required before re-use.

f. PHYSICAL DISPLACEMENT OF MEDIA

Physical displacement of media can take two principal forms:

the presence or absence of material and the motion or deformation of

material. The presence or absence of material, such as punched holes in

paper tape, has found much greater acceptance in input/output units than

in internal working storage units in a computer. However, the presence

or absence of deposited silver, as in a photographic plate, with the

feasibility of storing more than a million bits per square inch, has held

great promise for high-speed fixed stores. The means of acuessing and

determining the presence or absence of a particular bit or group of bits

in such high-density storage is a problem not yet solved economically.

The two most successful attempts to exploit the high-density possibilities

of photographic film or plates have been the flying-spot stores developed

at Bell Laboratories" and the Photoscopic Disk Header developed at IBM. 45

In neither of these systens is the capacity limited by the ability of

photographic films to resolve spots. The limit is, rather, imposed by

the ability of the flying-spot scanner to produce and position the light

spots in the phosphor with sufficient brightness and accuracy. The spot

brightness is limited by the risk of burning the screen; techniques for

rotating the tube face have been employed to move the spot over the

phosphor to prevent burning while still holding it in a fixed position

relative to the storage. Both of the above systems employ a servo loop

around the spot-positioning circuitry in order to achieve the required

accuracy.

The permanent magnet twister storage units6 relied on the

presence or absence of small permanent magnets glued to a replaceable

card for data storage. There have been many one-dimension, read-only
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"A".• e units whioh used the-presence or absence of a wired-in, dipodgat

the intersection of word selection lines and digit lines to provide storage

-... ii.. - ed normat•Ion. 'Two v ery closely related schemes are the Card

Capacitor Store developed at IBM' and the Ferrite Hod Store developed at

Ferranti, Ltd.40 These storage units use the presence or absence of ca-
pacitors in the former and inductors in the latter to modify the coupling

at these intersections.

The deformation of material is principally found in the rela-

tively new thermoplastic recording.4'9' Briefly, this technique involves

depositing electric charge on the thermoplastic material in accordance

with the desired information pattern. The material is then softened

thermally and equilibrium of forces (electric and surface tension) deforms

the surface which is then refrozen. The principal means of reading out

the stored information takes advantage of the differential defraction

,which the distorted surface causes to a collimated beam of light in a

Schlieren optical system. While it is conceivable, using electron optics,

to lay down as many as eighty million bits per square inch,"1 if the read-

out is to be optical, the limitations on storage density will probably

be similar to those on photographic stores, which are limited by the light

source or flying-spot scanner. One principal advantage of thermoplastic

recording over photographic recording in systems of this type is the electrical

changeability. However, to erase and change a given bit requires heating

and softening a large number of bits in a given area, and the time required

to do this is considerably longer than a read-out cycle.

g. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

In many metals, alloys, and compounds whose temperature is re-

duced to a point somewhere between O0 K and 18'K, all detectable electrical

resistance abruptly disappeare.S'-2• This phenomenon is termed super-

conductivity, and the materials which display such abrupt disappearance

of electrical resistance are termed superconductors. The temperature at

which this phenomenon occurs in different materials is termed the critical

temperature, T€. If a current is induced to flow in a superconductor, the

current will persist, since there is no electrical resistance and will be

a supercurrent. The existence of a magnetic field decreases the critical

temperature for the portion of material in the magnetic field, which pro-

duces a control over such persistent supercurrents. This phenomenon has
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been most heavily exploited for purposes of achieving logic, and storage

cells of many logic elements are possible. However, a basic super-

conductive memory element termed the Crowe cell or trapped-flux cell has

been described. 5 '4 Such cells can be organized into a two-dimension

read-storage unit in an organization similar to the coincident-current

memory using magnetic cores. Superconductors have one tremendous ad-

vantage over magnetic cores. The fact-that the electrical resistanceis

absolutely zero, means that there is no noise problem from half-select

cells, which is one of the principal limitations to-increasing the capac-

ity of core memories. Limitations on superconductors have come in two

forms. When the devices are made large enough to be easily produced and

handled, the L/R time constants turn out to be inordinately long and con-
versely when time constants are compatibc ith high-speed computers (as

in thin film devices) reliable production methods have not been found.

h. PHOTOCHRONIC

Photochromic storage phenomena may be considered a reversible

photographic system, in which three separate wave lengths of light are

employed. (one to write or initiate high absorbance, the second to read

or sense the absorbance and a third to erase or eliminate the high ab-

sorbance). Photochromic storage cells have been made in the laboratory

from certain organic compounds whose absorbance to a particular wave

length of light may be switched to a very high value by previous illumi-

nation. This is a reversible process in which the absorbance is erased

by subsequent illumination at a different wave length.

Densities in excess of 106 photochromic cells per square inch

appear practical for storage However, all the problems of access to

photographic storage are encountered plus the additional need for vari-

ation in wave length of the light source. 6

2. PHYSICAL NATURE OF STORAGE MEDIA

It is helpful in understanding a particular memory system to identify

the portion of the system which belongs with storage and that which belongs

with access or sensing and read-out equipment. One classification attribute

that is helpful in identifying these storage registers themselves is the

physicas nature of the register or cell.
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4. 4GGRIGATS

Many of the basic storage mechanisms discussed in the last sec-

tion are most easily exploited when several circuit elements are aggregated
! to provide storage of a single bit in a single cell. This is, of course,

t ~required in all gain-nonlinearity and negative-resistance devices. Methods!

o increasing the speed of magnetic core cells have been described whichto o

used two cores per bit, making a circuit aggregate of a single cell. Ag-

gregates of circuit elements are generally expensive, both because they

use more elements and because they require more wiring interconnections

than discrete elements. Aggregates are generally used in order to increase

the speed, reliability, or both of a particular storage unit up to approxi-

mately 104 bits, Very large capacity memories generally do not employ

circuit aggregates for a storage cell because of the high cost. This may

not, however, be true in the case of crosspoint cryotrons, whose individual

cost promises to be very low, permitting a superposition of logical capa-

bility onto storage in a single cell aggregate of circuit elements.3

b. DIScRETE ELEMENTS

The storage media may be termed discrete when one and only one di-s-

tinct circuit element provides complete storage function for a single cell.

Thlis a collection of N such elements would provide a storage register for

an N-bit word. Typical examples of this would be the one-core-per-bit

magnetic core storage units. Other examples are to be found in the wide

variety of linear-select permanent memories in which a diode or other such

clement modulates the coupling between a word-select wire and the informa-

tion leads. Many high-speed, random-access, erasable memories are now

constructed with discrete storage elements. It has often been pointed

out that as the storage capacity is increased, the fabrication and wiring

of a discrete element for each bit becomes unduly costly. For instance,

if one second is required for the fabrication, testing, and wiring of each

individual storage cell of a one-billion-bit storage unit, 33 years are

required for its completion (i.e., one gigasecond is equal to one-third

century). However, storage units of approximately 106 or 107 bits have

been designed around discrete storage elements. It is a matter of choice

in some systems how much is included in the storage cell and how much is

considered a part of the access or read-out equipment. For instance in

a permanent-magnet twistor memory system, the permanent magnet can be

27
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considered a discrete storage cell, and the twistor, information lines,
and drive solenoids can be considered a part of the access and read-out

equipment. Conversely, the elemental portion of the twistor information

line associated with the permanent magnet can be considered a part of

the storage call, in which case the storage cell becomes an aggregate of

circuit elements.

C. CONTINUOUS MEDIUM

The achievement of very large capacity storage, i.e., in excess

of 10' bits, has almost always been through the use of a storage cell
0

formed in an elemental area of an apparently continuous medium or surface.
The principal examples are, of course, magnetic tapes, drums, and discs.

In these forms only cyclic and serial access are possible. Random access

to a continuous sheet of gyralloy material, through printed-circuit
windings has been demonstrated 26 in a very high-speed thin-film store.

Pseudo -random access 'is achieved through the use of a flying-spot scanner

to photographic anp thermoplastic media in continuous form.

3. PERMANENCE OF STOpEn DATA

The permanence of stored data relates to the ease or difficulty of

maintaining and changing the information within the storage registers.
It is the principal attribute of the storage registers to make itself

felt at the terminals of our conceptual storage unit. It is a convenient
way of classifying storage registers.

a. ERASABLE STORAGE

If the stored data within the storage registers may be changed

at will under the control of the parent system, the storage is said to

be erasable. The great flexibility of the stored-program computer is

largely due to the ability to build erasable storage units. Many of the

discrete, hysteretic circuit elements used in the construction of storage
registers are sensed by switching them to a zero or reset state, as in

many of the magnetic-core and thin-film memories. The very process of
switching to the reset state erases the stored information, placing the

storage registers in readiness to reinsert data. Such action is termed

destructive read-out. For long-term storage, a write cycle normally

follows immediately after a read phase, and the information is taken
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from the output register and reinserted in the storage registers. The i
circuitry for such automatic rewriting is normally included within the
storage unit, so that destructive read-out storage is not directly felt

at the terminals. Indirectly, however, it increases the read cycle time

over the read access time by requiring the added write cycle; such memo-

ries are normally said to require a given number of microseconds for a

complete read/write cycle.

There are many erasable storage techniques aside from the de-

structive read-out techniques. Some of these involve special techniques

in switching cores, or in adding an aperture or core to provide more than

two stable states. With three stable states it is possible to switch to

a reset state from either a stored one or a stored zero state. This tech-

nique is used in transfluxors, in several two-core-per-bit memories, as

well as in tunnel diodes and in Cryosars.

Storage on a magnetic surface is generally made erasable. Since

the process of reading involves no switching of magnetic material, erasa-

bility can be incorporated merely by including circuitry for writing.

Some drum storage units, however, are written into when constructed and

delivered with read capability only.

b. FIXED STORAGE

The storage unit is said to be fixed or permanent if the parent

system cannot alter the stored information. The two major advantages of

such storage are (1) invulnerability to loss through erroneous commands

and (2) the possibility of using techniques that cost less than those re-

quircd for erasable storage. One example was cited in the last paragraph

where fixed storage is obtained by the simple expedient of omitting the

write circuitry in storage on a magnetic surface. A much more common

example is in the linear-select memories in which the couplings between

the selection lines and the digit lines are modified. The two best known

examples of this are the capacitor memory of IBM4 and the ferrite rod

store of Ferranti, Ltd. 4 8 In such static-access memories, speed is gained

not only through the omission of a write phase, but also through the omis-

sion of any elements requiring swiLching or turnover time.

Many fixed stores can be changed only by making a major change

in the construction of the unit. Others can be changed readily by altering
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some small portion of the unit. This is the case with the Bell Labs.

flying spot store, which requires merely the changing of the photographic

plates with the stored information, The plates cannot be changed by the

parent system, and it is therefore classified as a permanent storage unit.

The Bell Labs. permanent-magnet twistor store falls in this same category.

The cards containing the permanent magnets must be removed and replaced

manually, which is relatively easy. The IBM photoscopic storeu with

photographic rotating disc which must be replaced to change the stored

data is another example of this particular class.

C. VOLATILE STORAGE

If a storage register is subject to loss of the data contents

either from power failure or from passage of time, it is said to be vola-

tile. There are two categories of volatility: periodic and aperiodic.
Periodic stores must be regenerated within a given period of time (e.g.,

condenser diode stores, in which power must be added to make up for the

gradual leakage of charge from the condenser). This is also true of the

target potential stores such as the Williams tube. All delay-line stores

must also be periodically regenerated--in fact the period of regeneration
is identical to the storage time. Storage mechanisms such as negative-

resistance, gain bandwidth, and superconductivity are subject to loss

through prolonged power failure and thus, from the terminals of a storage

unit, must be considered volatile.

4. NATURE OF THE CONNECTIOm BETWEEN THE STORAGE REGISTERS
AND ACCESS EQUIPMENT

This connection plays a strong role in determining the permissible

storage elements and the speed of access to them.

a. STATIC CONNECTION

If each storage register is directly wired to the access equip-

ment so that no mechanical motion is involved, the connection is said to

be static. Virtually all of the storage units shown in the high-speed

group on the left of Fig. 2 employ a static connection. The great ad-

vantage is, of course, speed of access to the stored data.

There are two major types of storage registers capable of static

connection: (1) those requiring complete external selection and (2) those
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IF
permitting partial internal selection. Complete external selection means

that the storage registers do not take part in the decoding of the ad-

dress input, and the read selection ratio (see Section III-D-2) approaches

infinity. This type of connection has been given many different names

in the literature, such as word-organized, linear-select,?en4-fire,s switch-driven, and

set-a-line 17 techniques. All of these names imply that essentially no

energy is permitted on the access connections of the unselected storage

registers, which would require these registers to determine for themselves

whether or not they are selected. There are many examples of storage

units employing this type of connection, such as the Bell Labs twistor

store,s the National Cash Register rod memory,5 and various linear-select

magnetic-core memories at Lincoln Laboratories. 7

Partial internal selection requires the storage registers to

take part in the decoding or selection process, t.e., the selection ratio

is a ratio of small whole numbers. Such is the case, for instance, in

the popular coincident-current magnetic-core storage units. In this type

of storage unit each output connection from the access equipment supplies

partial excitation energy to a large number of storage registers. How-

ever, in only one register do the partial energies combine to full excita-

tion. This requires the storage cells to have a sufficiently sharp

threshold characteristic to distinguish between partial and full exci-

tation energy. Mqgnetic cores have served sufficiently well in this

regard to be the most used design technique in commercial high-speed

storage units and to be the scheme used in the Lincoln Laboratories

TX-2 S unit, which is the largest capacity static access unit (single

module) known.

Many techniques are available for increasing the selection ratio

in order to decrease the read-access time, the tolerance to current vari-

ations of the drive currents, or the tolerance in parameter variation in

the cores.0,61 It is interesting to note from Fig. 1 that such memories

offer the best chance of achieving one-billion-bit capacity with only a

few microseconds for access.

b. DYNAMIC CONNECTION

Access involving mechanical motion of some type in the connection

between storage register and access equipment is said to be dynamic, While
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mechanical motion generally increases the read access time over static I
access, it is considerably less expensive to implement. There are three

principal ways in which motion is involved in access:

(1) Either the storage register or the access equip-
ment physically move into the proper position to
couple the desired storage register to the read/
write equipment. Once in position, the reading
or writing occurs without further motion. Ex-
amples of this are the flying spot scanner in
conjunction with the photographic plate store or
thermoplastic store, i.e., the motion is required
only for selection not for the read/write excita-
tion. The Williams tube storef also uses this
technique. The electron beam is moved into posi-
tion, after which reading and writing is possible.

(2) Relative motion is required between the storage
register and the access technique in order to in-
duce the proper voltages to achieve reading. The
most common example of this technique is storage
in magnetic drums, discs, and tapes, 19 where it
is the motion of the storage medium past the read
head, so that the flux lines of the demagnetizing
field in air are cut by the read head, which in-
duces the voltage in the read head. Thus, read
excitation and selection are both supplied by
mechanical motion. It is not, however, true that
the same motion is required for writing.

(3) The desired signal moves with finite velocity
through the storage medium, the access is thus a
time coordinate and a clock must be provided to
know which storage register is currently being
read out of the read head. Examples of this are
ultrasonic delay and magnetostrictive delay lines. 41'4

5. FoRm OF ENERGY FROm ACCESS

The excitation energy for either reading oL writing can enter the

storage cells in a variety of forms.

a. ELECTRICAL ENERGY

For all static-access storage units, the excitation energy is

electrical. The most common units are the current-driven storage registers

such as magnetic cores, thin films, 24 twistors,63 and plated rods.1 9 The ex-

citation energy is in the form of electric current, either pulses or a
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change in level- Ferroelectric cellaB.0,6 and the IBM capacitor Storge,~a .

on the other hand, are excited by essentially voltage sources. The energy

from an electron beam forms the most common dynamic connection through

which the storage registers receive electric energy from access.

b. OPTICAL ENERGY

Photographic and thermoplastic storage generally require that

the excitation energy be converted to an optical energy (radiant energy

in or near the visible spectrum) for use in selecting the desired storage

register. Storage involves permitting or preventing the passage of this

selection energy (in optical form) through the storage cell to the sensing

equipment. The most common way of achieving this at present is through

the use of a flying spot scanner. The use of high speed rotating mirrors

is, however, being investigated.

C. MECHANICAL NENiGY

The most common method of reading the stored data from the mag-

netic surfaces of drums, discs, or tape is to mechanically pass a reading

head through the demagnetizing field in space adjacent to the surface.
Thus, the excitation energy for reading is mechanical.

B. TilE ACCESS EQUIPMENT

The second major division of our conceptual model is the access equip-

ment. The fundamental tasks of the access equipment are (1) to decode the
input address for selection of the desired storage register and (2) to

provide the excitation energy to this selected register for both reading

and writing. Five convenient classification attributes are the order of

access, the nature of the output, the basic physical principle, the alter-
ability of the decoding, and the logic description. These are summarized

in Fig. 4.

1. ORDER OF ACCESS

This is, of course, the same order of access in evidence at the

terminals of the conceptual storage unit and was described from an ex-

ternal point of view in Section II. Order of access refers primarily to
the mechanism whereby successive addresses are interrelated.
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a. RANDOM ACCESS

Random access implies that the access to the stored information |at any given address is completely independent of the history of previous

addresses. In order to achieve such access, complete combinational decoding
is required, o that is, a static wired connection must be made to each stor-

age register. There is a variety of techniques for providing such decoding
and generating the necessary excitation energies. Partial or complete de-
coding is very often provided by diode trees or pyramids4 (such a diode
net whether tree or pyramid will be referred to here as a matrix). If
complete decoding is done with such a matrix, then a high-gain switch or
excitation driver (generally a transistor or vacuum tube) must be provided
at every output to drive a single storage register (one-dimension read).
Alternatively, the input to each such switch may have individual gating
circuits (degenerate decoding tree) to recognize its own address. More
commonly, a diode matrix is used for partial decoding to a set of excita-
tion drivers. The decoding must then be completed at excitation power
levels. A detailed study of these power level decoders appears in the
Technical Supplement to this report. In coincident-current storage units
(two or more dimension read) the last level of such decoding is done in A

the storage cells themselves. Transistor decoding trees have been used
to set up a conducting path Lo the desired storage register with relatively
slow devices; then a single high-speed driver (per dimension) provides the

excitation pulse to the register via this path.

b. CYCLIC ACCESS

Cyclic access is one way of reducing the cost per bit of a stor-

age unit by reducing the amount of access equipment per storage register.
The total volume of storage registers are arranged in groups; each group
shares a common channel of access equipment, and access to an individual
register of the group must be separated in time. The various storage

registers in a particular group are scanned serially in time. The order
cannot be reversed, and immediately following the last storage register,
the cycle repeats from the first storage register. The two major ways of
achieving cyclic access are surface storage on rotating equipment and

stress-wave propagation.

A prime example of cyclic access is the storage on the surface

of a magnetic drum. The group of storage registers concerned with a single
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channel of access equipment can be thought of as a single trlagqo 0- tbt 7
periphery of the drum under this particular reed head, in which case the

bits of the storage register are constrained to aerial read-in and read-

out. Characters or words can, of course, be read out in parallel by in-

creasing the number of tracks in a single group of storage registers. For

complete decoding of the input address, some decoding is required to select

the proper head(s) or track(s). This, of course, can be done by static
connections to multiple heads or by mechanical motion of a single flying

head along the periphery of the drum parallel to the drum's axis. High-speed

circulating registers can be used in a few tracks to effectively decrease

the access time of cyclic access. Magnetic discs of both rigid and pliable

material have recently been added to the cyclic accesa repertoire, as a
means of reducing the total volume and weight for a given bit-storage

capacity. Rotating discs have the added advantage of much smaller amount

of moving mass when used in airborne environments.

Another example of cyclic access used in modern computers is the

magnetostrictive delay line in which the stored information is introduced

into one end of the line by a transducer converting logic signals to stress
pulses which, after traveling the length of the line, induce a received

signal in a transducer at the receiving end.

c. SERIAL ACCESS

Serial access, like cyclic access, is a means of reducing the

amount of access equipment per storage register from that required by

static access. Access is made by linear progression from one storage
register to the next. Generally, this progression can be in either di-

rection (but not necessarily) and is essentially open-ended, permitting

unlimited storage capacity by the removal and shelf storage of reels of

tape and decks of cards.

The major examples of serial access are magnetic tapes, punched

paper tape, and punched cards. Magnetic tape employs the same tech-

niques for surface recording on magnetic' materials as drums with two
fundamental differences: the geometric shape of the recording surface is
different, and the surface is generally in contact with the head, which

permits higher packing densities (if skew problems can be avoided). Be-
cause of the unlimited capacity of shelf storage tapes are generally con-

sidered with input/output mechanisms or external storage.
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d. PSEUDO-PARDOM ACCESS AND SLEVING IN TWO-44M54SON1 ...

In many instances, it is possible for dynamic access equipment

to avoid the necessity of progressing linearly through the addresses of -

storage registers by being able either to move in two dimensions simul-

taneously, or t:o move in one dimension past groups at a time.

An example of slewing in two dimensions is the flying spot

scanner, the Williams tube, f or any other electron-beam deflection system.

With these, it is necessary to move an electron beam from one part of the

screen to another in order to address a new register. The addressing of

a particular register is neither completely independent of past history

nor is it required to progress linearly through the available addresses.

It is important to distinguish at this time between synchronous

and asynchronous access techniques. Synchronous access implies that the

data output from the storage unit is always available to the parent machines

at a given delay time after the control signal input, regardless of the

addres3 input. Asynchronous access implies that the parent system must

remain in a state of readiness to receive the data output from the storage

unit over an indeterminate period of time. Hlandom access is always syn-

chronous Pseudo-random, slewing, and cyclic access can be designed to

be synchronous by including a buffer register for data output and making

the fixed delay time after the input control signal at least as great as

the longest slew or cycle time. Where this longest slew time is still

short compared with operate cycle times of the parent system (as when the

electron beam deflectian is diagonal across the face of a Williams tube)

it is practical to operate synchronously. However, where the longest slew

or cycle time is much greater than the operate cycle times of the parent

system, this is impractical. For instance, with a magnetic drum or disc,

it would be possible to determine the fixed delay after control as equal

to that of one revolution plus one word time, at the expense of reduced

operating speed.

2. ALTERABILITY OF AccEss

Alterability of the access equipment refers to the ability to change

the input signals from their original appearance before use in the stor-

age unit.
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a. PERMANEN? ACCESS

Fixed or permanent access is used in most storage units built

today. Each unique input address can be decoded only to a given storage

register, and the input data cannot be reordered before storage.

b. ALTERABLE ACCESS

For alterable access, reordering of the input signals would be

possible without reconstructing the unit. The most common example of this

is in buffer storage units used for format conversion. Here a plugboard

is used to be able to manually rearrange the order of the data input digits
before storage. Another important example is the Polymorphic Computer

(MW-400) transfluxor central exchange. Here the unique storage register
to which a given input address couples the parent system is dependent upon

the signal routing previously established within this central exchange.
That is, the decoding of a specific address to a specific storage register

may be altered by the parent system.

3. NATURE OF ACCESS OUTPUT

The nature of the access output is, of course, very closely related

to the nature of the connection between access and stnrage which was used

to classify storage registers in Section III-A-4. As before the major

division is between static and dynamic access.

a. STATIC ACCESS

Static access refers to directly wired output from the access

equipment with no motion involved. Since the excitation energy output is

on one or more wires (depending on the dimensions), it is naturally elec-

trical energy. This output energy may be a current pulse, as in magnetic

core storage, or any of a variety of forms, While it may be assumed to

come from a current source, it may in fact approach a voltage source so

closely that "swamping" resistors must be added in the output connection

to control the current amplitude. In ferroelectric storage, a voltage

source is desirable from the access output. In parametron storage units,

the output from access must be a quasi-continuous current of specified

frequency and phase.
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Dynamic as0e55 refers to the use of mechanical Motion to rie'•du4c--
the amounts of direct wiring to each storage register, This increases the
average rea access time, but drastically reduce@ the total cost of a

given capacity storage unit-both by reducing the amount of access equip-

ment per storage register and by permitting the use of many lower cost

media.

There is a wide variety of ways in which mechanical motion can

be used in access. The excitation energy in the access output can be

electric and still be physically moved to the selected register by the de-
coding portion of access equipment. This is the case for any of the stor-

age units using an electron beam as the output coupling from the access
equipment to the storage register, such as the Williams tube, barrier grid

tubes (and thermoplastics if a single plate is used per gun). This same
mechanical motion is used for register selection in any storage unit

employing a flying spot scanner; however, the access output to the storage
register is converted to optical energy by the phosphor.

Alternatively, the mechanical motion can supply the read excita-

tion energy as well as register selection. Such is the case in the most

common fashion of reading from magnetic surfaces, as in drums, discs, and
tnpes. The read/write head is fixed in position during the reading and

the storage register is moved past it, generally at a constant velocity.

Heads are frequently moved into position for selection of the track or

group in which the desired register is located, '7'T' but are stationary

during reading. The constant velocity permits the final decoding to the
desired register to be a time dimension. The read excitation depends on

the mechanical motion and the demagnetizing field in air; however, in
writing, the access equipment supplies the excitation energy and motion

is used only for selection.

In delay-line storage, mechanical motion is used in quite a dif-

ferent way. The signal moves through the storage medium by mechanical

stress waves and access is made via a transducer at one end for reading

and at the other for writing. Selection of the desired register must be

done in time as well as space.
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C BASIC OPIIATIIIS PRINCIPLE

Basic operating principle refers to the physical principle which is

exploited in-the d4coding to the selected-storageregister. However, this

physical principle is often interrelated to the method of generating the

excitation energy.

A threshold is said to exist if a sharp non-linearity exists in the

excitation vs. response curve below which essentially no response is ex-

hibited. In exploiting such a phenomenon, it is possible to bias the

device such that the threshold exists at essentially any level of exciting

energy desired by the designer. An excellent example of this is the

magnetic-core access switch, a very detailed analysis of which is given

in the Technical Supplement to this report. Another example is the diode

recoders which precede the drivers in magnetic-core access switches and

the diode decoders used in many other access equipments.

A coincidence is said to be exploited if a threshold exists at a non-

zero excitation energy level such that the operating level is determined

by the device used in the decoding (i.e., arbitrary levels are not permitted).

The remanent states of the hysteresis loop are also made use of in deter-

minling the desired response. The best known example of coincidence used

for decoding is in the coincident-current storage units where the last level

of decoding of the input address is performed by coincidence of two or more

excitation currents in the storage register itself.

The coincidence of two frequencies rather than of pulses in nonlinear

elements such as magnetic cores has been used to provide the last level of

decoding. In a plane of cores wired for coincident-current operation,

selection is made in each direction by switching the continuous frequency

to one line of that dimension. A different frequency is used for each di-

mension and at the storage cell common to both frequencies, the nonlinear

element induces the difference frequency into the sense circuitry; the phase

of this difference frequency is controlled by the remanent state of the

core. 7 While no technique is known for making use of continuous frequencies

for general decoding, a similar and related reading technique is employed

in the parametron storage unit. ? Here a continuous frequency excites a

single word (one-dimension read) and the phase of the second harmonic is

used to excite a parametron in one of two phases.
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with each st rae rister, there is prerec~orded a unique iniput aMreis at 4

its equivalent. To select the desired register, these are read out in

turn and compared with the input addreas until a match is found. It isnot _
essential that the storage registers be in numeric order. Examples of this

process are found in many access schemes for magnetic drums• and magnetic

tapes.

In contrast to matching, index marks may be prerecorded in connection

with each storage register which are identical except in position. Thus,

the decoding to the selected address is done by counting the number of

these index marks following some master index.

5. LOGICAL DESCRIPTION

The fact that the fundamental task of the access equipment has the

two-fold function of decoding as well as the generation of excitation

energies means that these tasks can be combined in a variety of ways.

a. DECODING LEVELS

The decoding function is generally described in terms of levels,

which are the stages of the devices through which the information must pass

to be completely decoded.

Single-level decoding is accomplished by providing sufficient

gating at the input to the selection line (set Section III-D-2) drivers

in one-dimensional read units to recognize its own unique address.6 De-

coding to these switches can be done either by trees or pyramids of diodes.

In a storage unit which uses more than one dimension in the

selection of the storage register, the final level of decoding is done in

the storage cells. Hence, at least two levels of decoding are required.

The decoding that occurs before the generation of excitation energy re-

quires only elements capable of carrying signal-energy levels. As many

high gain switches are needed as there are decoded outputs to convert from

the signal to excitation energy levels. Such switches are generally ex-

pensive and the decoding may be divided into two parts: (1) a signsa

recoder and (2) a power level decoder. The outputs of the recoder drive

a set of such high gain switches (drivers) where the number of drivers is
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-*.avidE ably less than the sumber of outputs from- the 86 1 access-
The power-level decoder suet then be provided to complete the deiohftn "

process, with elements capable of carrying excitation energy levels.

This power-level decoder is discussed in great detail in the Technical

Supplement to this report.

b. LEVELS OF ACCESS ORDER

Cyclic access in particular requires another order of access

to couple a particular group (see Section IV) to the storage unit terminals.

C. ACCESS DIMENSIONALITY

The number of sources of energy to enter a given decoding element

is designated as the dimensionality of the decoding, as opposed to the

number of logic levels.

C. THE SENSING EQUIPMENT

The third major division of the conceptual model of a storage unit is

the sensing equipment. The fundamental tasks of this equipment are two-

fold: (1) the information stored in the selected storage register must be

detected, and (2) that information must be provided as a useful data out-

put from the storage unit. The reading process must provide for the

selection of the desired register and Lhe read excitation energy must in

some way stimulate this selected storage register to provide a signal

which can be detected by the sensing circuitry and is related to the

stored information.

1. SENSED SIGNAL AS A VOLTAGE PULSE

In many storage devices, the reading process generates a voltage pulse

across a load resistance. Fundamentally, the voltage pulse is intimately

related to the magnetic or electrostatic properties of the storage element,

or to a transducer associated with the storage device.

Consider first a voltage induced by magnetic coupling to the storage

element. The sense winding can be coupled magnetically to the storage cell

in a variety of ways. Consider two examples, the magnetic drum and the

magnetic-core matrix. In the case of a magnetic drum, the material on the
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.... =ma -edarea is a mainetizing field inair. As the _sv_. -_

drum moves past the reading head, lines of force are cut by the conducters

of the head and a voltage is induced in the sensing -circuit. T he relative.

motion between magnetic fields and the conductor is essential in-thia type

of magnetic coupling.

No motion is involved in sensing stored information in a magnetic-core

matrix. At each storage cell, the sense lead is coupled magnetically to a

read-drive lead, because both are wound on a magnetic core. The voltage in-

duced in the sense winding by a change in magnetic field caused by current

in the drive winding depends upon the permeability of the core. If the core

is at the remanent state which represents zero, the magnetic field will

drive the core into saturation. The permeability (the rate of change of

magnetic flux density with magnetic field intensity = 1/AIH) is very small,

and little voltage is induced in the sense winding. If the core is at the

remanent state representing one, the field will cause the core to switch,

During switching, the permeability is large and a substantial voltage is

induced in the sense winding.

Storage devices which depend upon magnetic phenomena in sensing in-

formation include magnetic cores, thin magnetic films, ferrite aperture

plates, magnetic drums, discs, and tapes.

Consider next the voltage developed across a load resistor by a cur-

rent whose magnitude and polarity depend upon the electrostatic properties

of the storage element. One method of storing information electrostatically

involves the controlled charging and discharging of capacitors. Holt's

original diode-capacitor memory operated on this principle. Each storage

cell consisted of a capacitor in series with two diodes. With the diodes

held in a high resistance condition, the capacitor was charged positively

or negatively, relative to a reference voltage, to store a binary one or

zero. The charge on the capacitor was sensed by removing the bias from

the diodes and allowing the capacitor to discharge. For one polarity of

charge, one diode would carry the discharge current; for the opposite

polarity, the other diode would carry the current. The polarity of the

voltage developed across the load resistor indicated the magnitude of the

stored bit.
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to the diode-capscitor memory. A dielectric surface inside -the 4--is - . ..
composed of many elemental capacitors, which are selectively charged and

disoha•e• by the eleotren beamr.

In ferroelectric colls, information is stored in remanent states of
polarization. A cell is read by applying a voltage step across the series
combination of the cell and the load resistor. The current that flows
depends upon the number of electric dipoles reversed in the ferroelectric

material. If the cell is at the remanent state which represents zero,
the applied electric field will drive the cell into saturation. The di-
electric constant is relatively small and only a small displacement cur-
rent flows in the load resistor. If the cell is at the remanent state

representing one, the field will cause the cell to switch. During switch-
ing, a large number of electric dipoles reverse and a substantial current
flows in the load resistor.

The following storage devices depend upon electrostatic phenomena

in the sensing of information: ferroelectric cell, electrostatic tubes
(Williams, barrier grid, etc.), and the diode-capacitor.

Many storage techniques require the use of a transducer in conjunction
with the storage elements for the genrration of a signal capable of being
sensed during reading. In delay-line storage, for instance, information
is stored in mechanical disturbances or stress waves which move at a rela-

tively slow rate (compared tc electronic speeds) through the delay-line

medium (e.g., mercury or fused quartz). Such information is read when the
disturbance reaches the end of the delay line and falls on a transducer.
The mechanical displacement of the delay medium is translated in the trans-

ducer to an electrical voltage by the piezoelectric effect.

Other storage devices which depend upon a transducer to change to
electrical energy in the sensing of information are: magnetostrictive
delay lines, electromagnetic delay lines, paper tape (optical reading),

thermoplastic tape, photographic plates, and spin-echo stores.

2. SENSED SIGNAL AS AN HF VOLTAGE

In some storage schemes, the sensing of information does not depend
upon tbh pre~nce or absence of a voltage pulse, but upon the presence or
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I:the sensing circuits are tune" to, the des'ire I z'exey and *r-*4*#4*edg
to detect the phase of the BF output signal.

The multifrequency7 method of reading aquare-loop cores nand*e*Vruo-

tively illustrates the sensing of an RF signal, In reading, two RF signuals,

W, and W 2 , are applied to the X and Y coordinates of the storage array. At

the selected core, the difference frequency (w -W) is generated because

of the very nonlincar B-i characteristic of the core and is coupled in-

ductively into the sense winding. The phase of the RF signal in the sense

winding depends upon whether the core is at the positive or negative

remanent state and is 180 degrees different for the two states. The sensing

circuit is tuned to (co, - a),); if the phase of the detected signal is the

same as that of the reading frequencies, w1 and w2 , a binary one is indi-

cated. If the phnse is 180 degrees different from the reading frequencies,

a binary zero is indicated.

In the parametron scheme of Takahasi and GoLo, 74 a frequency w is

applied to the selected X coordinate and a pump frequency 4w is applied

to a set of parametrons associated with the selected Y coordinate. Be-

cause of the B-H nonlinearity, a ZX frequency 2w is generated in each core

on the selected X coordinate. In each core at the intersection of the

selected X and Y coordinates, the frequency 2c is coupled to a parametron.

Each parametron oscillates at frequency 2w with its phase determined by

the remanent state of the associated core.

D. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

1. GENERAL

While not a major division of hardware, the organization scheme of

the storage unit is as important to the operation and classification as

any single device or technique. The fundamental task of the organizational

scheme is to achieve the desired functional operation from the intercon-

nection of fundamental parts and the required basic equipment. Here the

basic equipment includes power supplies, clock amplifiers, temperature-

regulating equipment, or any other equipment required but whose function

does not show directly in the fundamental operations.
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Any discussion of organization must begin with a definition of terms.

In gqneral, storage units employing static access must be considered

separately from those employing dynamic access.

22 STATIC ACCKSS STORAGE UNITS

One of the first concepts to be defined is the dimensionality of the

storage medium separate from any access or sensing equipment. The dimen-

sion of storage is the number of sources of excitation energy for stimula-

tion of a single storage cell. Since the excitation energy may be for

reading or writing, the dimension of the storage for reading may differ

from the dimension for writing. Indeed, it will be stated as a theorem

without proof that the number of write dimensions must always be equal to

the number of read dimensions plus one. It can be argued heuristically

that this would be true as follows: all of the dimensions required to

perform the selection function during reading will also be required during

writing, plus the addition of excitation energy to carry the input data

to storage.

A memory line is the connection bctwccn onc such source of excitation

energy (via the access outputs) and the storage cell. A single line may

be one or more physical wires, but can only be associated wi!.h a single

dimension. There are two types of lines which must be disting~aished.
Selection lines carry the energies which are the outputs of the access

equipment, and digit lines carry the energies which are the outputs of

the drivers associated with the data input (see Fig. 5).

n BITS PER ADDRESS

SELECTION LINES / DECODE TO N 2' WORDS) DIGIT LINES

m BITS J IIIIIIII •
PER W1ORD' IIll2IIl-l ~

r WORDS

FIG. 5

ONE-DIMENSION READ-STORAGE UNiT
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Hence, in a one-dimension-read, two-dimension-write storage unit,
thero must be as many selection lines as there are storage registers

since each cell can receive energy from only a single source on read.

Also there must be as many digit lines as there are bits in the data

words (input data and storage registers).

Another closely associated concept is that of selection ratio. The

selection ratio is the ratio of the magnitude of excitation energy in

the selected storage register to the magnitude of the maximum excitation

energy in any non-selected storage register. Thus, the selection ratio

may well be different for reading and writing. It is the read-selection
ratio that is used to distinguish external selection from partial internal
selection in storage registers. Only when this ratio approaches infinity

is it possible to drive magnetic devices arbitrarily hard in order to get
very short switching times (for a given mode and switching constant).

Values of 2 and 3 for this ratio are fairly common; in order to increase
this ratio for increased speed, several techniques have been used in

magnetic-core storage. The Technical Supplement to this report clearly

shows the relationship between storage registers and the access equipment.

The rinear-select memory is a storage unit with one-dimension read,

It can be represented by a grid of memory lines as shown in Fig. 5, in

which all the selection lines are in one dimension and the digit lines

are in the other. A storage cell is their intersection and a storage

register is thus all the intersections on one selection line of memory.

The term linear-select memory states only that the storage registers are

organized in this fashion. It says nothing explicit about either access

equipment nor sensing equipment; it says nothing about what devices or

techniques are used for storage; however, it does say that the selection

ratio on read can approach infinity. Therefore, there need be no partial

internal selection in the storage cells, and no threshold is required on

reading in the cells (if access outputs provided S r- co); however, if the

storage unit is erasable, the writing must be in two dimensions. While

only a single selection line is energized, several digit lines must be.

The digit lines enter all registers; therefore, the write-selection ratio

must be a ratio of small whole numbers and current amplitudes need to be

controlled.

If there are N registers in a linear-select memory, then there must

be N connections to access equipment. Normally, one end of each selection
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line is gounded and N access outputs must be decoded fom a .d-
dress where N < 2". However, if a diode or other unilateral element is

included in each selection line, N/2 access outputs can excite pairs of

selection lines with switches at the opposite end of these selection lines

such that only one of the pair is grounded, Obviously, one of the address

bits must be used to determine which line of the pair is to be grounded,

and it is possible to use more than one bit in this way. In read-only,

one-dimension storage units another saving in access equipment outputs

is possible. By having a single selection line excite several storage

registers, the digit lines can be so gated that only the outputs of the
desired register appear in the output register of the unit.-

The coincident-current memory is a storage unit employing two dimen-

sions for reading and threc dimensions for writing, and therefore the

selection ratios for both reading and writing are constrained to be finite.

Typically, in magnetic-core storage units, the exciting currents in each

dimension are one-half the full switching current, I,. For reading, the

coincidence of the two 1./2 currents switches the core to the zero state.

Writing is accomplished by applying -1,/2 in the two selection dimension

which tends to switch the core to the one state; however a digit current

of I1/2 may be applied on any digit line which inhibits such switching in

particular cells. This scheme yields a selection ratio of 2:1 on both

reading and writing. Many schemes have been advanced to increase the

selection ratio in order to attain higher speeds, greater tolerance to

core-parameter variation, greater tolerance to drive-current variation

or all of these A very simple way to increase the read-selection ratio

to 3:1 is to apply 21,'3 on the selected line of one dimension. In the

second dimension apply 1,/3 on the selected line and -I1/3 to all un-

selected lines, Thus the maximum magnitude of excitation energy in any

unselected cell is 1/3, which yields the read-selection ratio of 3:1.

It has been showna that any arbitrary ratio can be attained through

special wiring and storage units 6
1 with very fast (less than 0.5 /isec)

cycle times employing selection ratios of 4:1 and 7:1 with relatively

simple wiring have been demonstrated.

'In the coincident-current memory with N storage registers, the ad-

vantage of the higher number of dimensions is the ability to reduce the

amount of access equipment. In a two-dimensions-for-reading scheme, the

number of memory lines (and therefore the number of connections with access)
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may be reduced to something approaching 20. In generaief i•the numhorOf dimensionsisd, the number of connections to N registers is approxi-mately "/d. The term number of connections is used rather than numberof access outputs, because it is always possible to add a diode to eachline of memory involved and do some accessing at both ends (as describedabove) in order to reduce the number of acc6ss outputs below the number
of connections.
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IV RELATIONSUP OF FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES
TO COMPLETED STORAGE UNITS

In the bit-storage-capacity'vs read-access-time graph of Fig. 6, a

large blank area clearly separates the storage units utilizing static

access from those relying on dynamic access. We will refer to those on

the left of this separation as high-speed storage units and those on the

right as back-up storage units. Let us look at these groups individually

and determine which of the techniques outlined in Sec. III contribute to

the position on this graph and the cost of storage units. Also, let us

examine briefly what techniques are likely to contribute to improvements

in the near future.

A. HIGH SPEED STORAGE UNITS WITH STATIC ACCESS

1. GENEHAL

It is 4ntrreaLing to ntoe that, with very few exceptions, all of the

storage units in this group use magnetic cores for the storage registers.

These storage registers are of three types: the coincident-current single-

core-per-bit, and the linear-select single-core and two-core-per-bit..

A much more significant variation exists in the type of access equipment

used to select and excite these storage registers. Most of these storage
units with read/write cycle times in excess of 6 /sec make use of the

two-dimensional coordinate switch1 described in some detail in the

technical supplement to this report. The most popular type of access with

cycle times between 2 and 6 usec makes use of transistor switches. Tran-

sistor switches are used in two basic modes: In the first, a driver switch

is provided for each line of memory (or in some cases pairs of lines).

In this mode of operation the switches are often several transistors in

parallel in order to achieve the speed and power levels required. The

"decoding" is done by diode 2 gates at the input to each switch. The

other mode of transistor access is to provide a transistor decoding tree

of relatively slow transistors to set up an access path; a single high-
speed pulse driver (i.e.,1 per dimension) then excites the desired storage

register via this path.
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Access techniques for storage units which take less than 2 a--secsAAA- .

depend primarily upon the load-sharing zero-noise magnetic-core access switch. -

This switch is described in detail in the Technical Supplement to this report.

In general, the switch permits no decoding, but does permit the use of a

large number of drivers to sum their power into a single load, permitting

the use of many low-power, high-speed drivers; e.g., transistors. The input
address must be recoded from the address given to the computer to the
representative code state of the drivers necessary to excite the storage

register corresponding to the input address. Since sufficient information

is retained in these drivers to locate and stimulate the desired storage

j register, the input address may be changing prior to the completion of the

j read/write cycle, thus eliminating a part of the propagation-time loss

by overlap.

The notable exceptions to magnetic-core storage within this group are

the small, very high-speed, thin, magnetic-film storage units of Lincoln

Labs, 7 TX-2 and the UNIVAC 1107; and the read-only stores like Bell Lab-

oratories Flying Spot Store, Ferranti, Ltd Ferrite Rod Store1 and

IBM Capacitor Store. 17

2. CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS

Three principal considerations limit the maximum storage capacity for

any conceived unit: (1) the cost per bit to construct the storage unit;

(2) the technique limitations, such as maximum number of storage cells a
given access output is capable of exciting, or the problems due to excessive

noise from partially disturbed cel]aS. 9 and (3) the ultimate reliability.

a. COST PER BIT

For small-capacity storage units, say 104 bits and less, users

can afford costs something like a dollar or more per bit. This will permit

the use of very high-speed storage including circuit aggregates, such as

flip flops and tunnel diodes which require the use of active elements.
The advantage of the active elements is that access equipment need only

carry signal power, since decoding stimulates the desired storage register

without being required to supply the excitation power; hence very great

speeds are possible.

Increased storage capacity to say 106 or 101 bits, generally

demands techniques that are reduced in cost to a few tens of cents per
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bit, even if this requires giving up some speed. Magnetic core stores
which use one or two cores per bit are in this range. They have been
built with access times from one to lOj.sec, and access equipment generally

based on the magnetic core. It appears technically feasible to increase
the capacity of magnetic core storage units to something like 108 or 109.
Such increases in size do not appear warranted at these prices and also
put added strain on the necessity to wire discrete bits and adequate
access equipment.

For storage units of greater than 108 it will almost certainly
require the use of batch or continuous processes in order to reduce the
cost per bit from the vicinity of a few cents, to fractions of a cent.
Possible techniques for reducing costs are the twister store, thin mag-
netic films, and the ferrite aperture plate.10

It is always possible to reduce the cost per bit by relaxing
one or more of the requirements, such as relaxing the high-speed require-
ment in the host of dynamic access stores considered in Sec. D. Another
possibility is to relax or eliminate the high-speed write requirement and
maintain the high-speed random access only for readitig. Examples of
techniques of this type are the permanent magnet twistor store,11 the
ferrite rodl and the capacitor card store.1 In the permnanent magnet
twistor store, the presence of a permanently magnetized spot on the card
is detected by its biasing effect on the twistor element, which prevents
switching in one mode and aids switching in another mode. The absence of
such a spot permits the normal switching of the twistor. Such storage
units, at present, are designed in the linear-select fashion (Sr approaching
infinity), but this is to relax the square-loop requirements of the twister
rather than because of any fundamental need. The Kilburn rod used in the
Atlas MUSE Computer must be designed linear-select with an infinite read-
selection ratio. Ferrite rods are then placed in the vicinity of the
intersection of the word and digit lines. The presence or absence
of these rods modifies the coupling for a semipermanent store. A very
ingenious device has been constructed for moving the rods rapidly in or
out of position pneumatically. Writing is essentially serial access; as
the machine travels, the track places rods in their correct position.
Reading is random access, with an access time of approximately 0.2 psec.
The IBM capacitor card is likewise a linear-select arrangement in which
the coupling between the intersection of word lines and digit lines is
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modified by the presence or. absence of a small capacitor. Tim e-b_ 4-. I
essentially punched paper cards of the standard IBM type with the excep-

tion that there is a metalized foil sandwiched into the card. The

grounded foil forms a Faraday shield between selection lines and digit

lines, preventing coupling at intersections, Where the shield is punched
out, a capacitive coupling of approximately three picofarads is formed.

These cards can be punched and handled on all standard punched-card

handling equipment now in existence, and must then be inserted in a storage

unit for use. Head times are random-access to linear-selected words, which

may be either the columns or the rows of a card. The times can vary with
the size of the storage unit, but are reported to be 0.1 jisec for stores

of 10' bits, 1.0 jusec for 106 bits, and 10 gsec for 107 bits.

The second consideration in capacity is the technical feasibility
of very large storage aggregates without the necessity of completely repli-
cating the store. The two principal limiting factors are the maximum
number of storage cells which a given access output is capable of exciting,
and the accumulation of small noise sources that completely obliterate the

signal. For instance, the accumulation of partial disturbs in coincident-
current magnetic-cure unit very rapidly increases hbyond the output signal,
and techniques such as checkerboarding and strobing of the output for

optimum times have been developed to extend this range. The other limit-
ation is the amount of high-speed drive available from a single access

output. Increased speeds and increased capacity both mean increased

back voltages and hence more power per access output. Load sharing and
other redundancy techniques explained in the Technical Supplement to

this report have shown that the addition of one set of redundant windings

in a magnetic core access switch can double the power output.

The fact that in superconductive devices the resistance is
exactly zero admits the possibility of eliminating the accumulation of a
large number of miinute noise sources. Thus cryogenics gives some hope of
very large-capacity, random-access stores, particularly in the fixed or

read-only modes.

The transition from small to very large-capacity static storage

units puts an additional strain on component reliability. For instance,

components that fail once in 108 hours are considered to be fairly reliable,
e.g., the inspected solder joint. However, in considering storage capaci-

ties of 101 or 109 bits, components of this order of reliability would mean
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the storage unit would be failing on the avey-age of several-tivesY ePeikok -
even aamuming only one such component per bit were required. Thus either

super reliable components are required, or one or more of the following;

distributed storage, redundancy in access, and error correcting codes

must be used.

3. SPEED CONSIDERATIO S

The limitations on speed of a particular static-access storage unit

can well be divided into three categories.? The first two categories have
to do with the two parts of the read or write phase of the storage unit!

(1) the reaction time of the storage register, and (2) the propagation
and other miscellaneous times that complete the cycle time of the unit.
The third category is the limitation in speed due to heating and power
dissipation.

The reaction time for magnetic-core storage registers is generally
the switching time of the cores themselves. The speed of switching is
closely related to the magnitude of the exciting field by a relationship

that is best described through the concept of a switching coefficient,1 .'6

S = T (ff - ,). That is, ontce Lhe switching field, H,, exceeds the

threshold field, Ii., the switching time, T,, is inversely proportional

to the switching field. This coefficient remains essentially constant for

a particular material, volume and path length of material, switching mode,

and temperature. Present materials and sizes (magnetic cores of 80 mil

OD x 50 mil ID, or 50 mil OD x 30 mil ID) have coefficients of approxi-

mately 1-2 -ersted microseconds for complete domain wall switching. Cores

have recently been announced of materials which are 30 x 17 mils, and are

still physically strong enough to permit handling. As the switching

coefficient equation shows, it is possible to shorten the switching time

by providing very high driving currents. However, in the coincident-

current memory (indeed, in any storage unit of more than one read dimension)

the read-selection ratio cannot generally exceed 2 without complex wiring,

however, certain exceptions have been shown. 17,18 Under such practical limit-

ations, switching typically takes approximately I •sec.for the linear-select

units. This can be reduced by overdrive to something approximating 0.2 /Lsec
for read, but the write time remains the same. There are a number of ways

of reducing this reaction time, one of which is to physically reduce the
size of the core. Another is to electrically reduce the size of the core
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by means of P.Art Ia sw cb c "r ...tialsw-i. A-
in'the re-d or reset direction so that one remanent state is on a major

loop but carefully controls the pulse width and amplitude in the wiite

direction to switch only a given percentage of the flux available in the -

core. Impulse switching offers another opportunity of controlling the

partial switching.2
1

Another very powerful means of increasing the speed or decreasing
the reaction time of the storage cells is through rotational switching of

the magnetic domains as opposed to domain wall motion. This is principally

exploited in thin magnetic films, but has also been demonstrated in cores

by the Fluxlok techniques and in the strong overdrive techniques.' 9 These

rotational switching modes are limited in their reaction time only by the

rise time of the excitation field. Thus in any storage unit in which the

storage registers exploit rotational switching, the time required to com-

plete a read or write cycle is almost completely dependent upon the access
equipment and is, therefore, almost completely independent of the storage

mechanism. This again points out the tremendous need for detailed studies

of access techniques.

The second major division of the time to complete the read or write

phase of the storage unit is the propagation time and the miscellaneous

time losses. These may include switching times involved in the input

address rcgister, propagation time through decoders, drivers and access switches,
the physical propagation time due to size alone from access equipment to

register, delay time in strobing and sensing, and the propagation time

from sensing equipment to input/output register. Physical size alone

becomes important in very high-speed storage units, when it is realized

that signal information travels only 8 to 10 inches per nanosecond,

depending upon the material. Hence for a. 0 nanosecond cycle time

(assuming no delays in reaction time of the storage register), the entire

distance from the input/output to the farthest storage register could

only be a few feet. There are opportunities for a certain amount of overlap
with magnetic-core access switches, particularly of the load-sharing type.

For instance, the access switch drivers maintain all the necessary infor-
mation to specify the address; hence, once the signal has propagated through

the recoders to the access drivers, the information in the address register

is no longer needed and may begin changing before the end of the cycle

involved. Overlap procedures of this type require very careful design.
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AA important limit to the &pee .. QL prAti0n is the. t•-*eM •.?.i-.

.it.he.. 1oal•y or generally within the s-torage unit.1 Coincidea tocufieat
memories in particular require very high uniformity in core-to-core
properties. Thus, local differences in temperatures, whether due to ...

repeated addressing of nearby registers or due to unequal cooling, r.&

cause malfunction of the storage unit. Increased packin& densities•

required for reducing propagation times tend to dissipate larger amounts

of energy per unit volume.

B. DYNAMIC ACCESS STORAGE UNITS

1. GENERAL

The one feature which all storage units on the right of Fig. 6 have

in common is that dynamic motion is involved in the access. There are a

wide variety of techniques represented. The most prevalent storage units

in thin group are designed around magnetic drums or magnetostrictive delay

lines, if under approximately 107 bits capacity, and around magnetic discs

or tape strips if over this capacity. All of these employ cyclic access,

thus reducing the amn,,nf of read/write circuitry per unit storage capacity

far below that of static connections. Larger-capacity, slower-speed units

of this group naturally overlap with external sturage or input/output

units which are not included but would fall in the upper right-hand portion

of the graph in Fig. 6. Such units are generally typified by dynamic serial

access as in magnetic tape, punched paper tape, end punched cards.

Let us define a group of storage cells as being the total number of

cells which connect with a single read/write channel during a single cycle

of access. This may be one or many words (storage registers). Thcn the

connection between each such group and the input/output terminals of the

storage unit are subject to the same descriptive terms as the connections

between access and storage registers. That is, a storage unit may be

cyclic but have separate read/write circuitry for each group. Therefore,

each group would be directly wired or statically accessed even though the

storage unit is essentially cyclic. This is necessary, for instance, in
the case of delay lines where the read/write circuitry must be provided

for each group (individual delay line) for regeneration of the stored

data. Also, this is generally true for magnetic drums. In this case the

use of high-speed circulating registers on a small percentage of the groups

is one technique for reducing the average read access time by the ratio of

the number of such registers per group.
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Alternatively, a single read/wr'ite channel ma

flying-head drums.2 Here, a single bead is moved along the drum+-(par.allel-' - |

to its axis) from one track to the next in a serial, reoversible aiora.The ratio of the number of read/write channels to the number of storage

unit. Early disc storage units had only oneread/write channel, this head

could move linearly in two dimensions but not simultaneously. Speed in-

creases have been made by including multiple heads per arm with one arm

for each disc face. This greatly reduces the mechanical distance that

heads must travel, and hence reduces the access time to a group. Also

by simultaneously positioning the arms on each surface, parallel read-out

of individual words is accomplished. Present storage uni-ts of this type

permit transfer rates of 6 4sec per word with up to 48 bits per word.z

Further speed increases are possible in several ways. Present re-
cording densities on the surface are quite conservative, generally only

a few hundred bits per inch. Such densities will increase with further j
development. Improved positioning mechanisms will reduce the access time

due to positioning (at present the major time delay). Also it will permit

smaller rotating parts and higher rotating speeds which in turn reduces
the cyclic access time. Cyclic access times can also be reduced by in-

cluding more access equipment per recording surface, but at greatly

increased cost per bit..

2. LARGE CAPACITY NONMAGNETIC STORAGE UNITS

Although the area of very large capacity stores is at present domi-

nated by magancLl surface recording, this position is being challenged by

several schemes,

The flying-spot store24 was developed at Bell Laboratories. This

storage unit uses photographic plates for the data storage and a flying-

spot-scanner, photo-multiplier for access and sensing, The unit is operated
in the addressable mode. It is essentially a fixed but changeable store

with pseudo-random access. The number of bits per word determines the re-

quired number of plates, and the number of bits per plate determines the
number of registers in the storage unit. A separate optical system is used

with each plate, so that the image of the CRT face is individually focused

on each plate. Also each plate has a separate photo multiplier. Access to
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.. . .. a .p&. 1 t•og-ater is made by posit ionins the electron- be-am iu.a.. . .

the W. "he phosphor screen converts the electron-beam to a li-ght beam -

which is focused on each bit plate simultaneously for parallel read-out.

At present, systems have been demonstrated which store 131,000 76-bit.

words with 5 gaec read-access time end 6S,000 76-bit words with 4 psec
read-access time. A limiting feature of the maximum capacity is the

number of suitable spots that can be generated on the CRT face. The

accurate positioning of these spots now requires a servo system.

The photoscopic store, developed at IBM for the AN/GSQ-16 language

tranalator,2 also employs photographic storage and a flying spot scanner

for access. The data are not stored on stationary plates, but on a single

annulus of a revolving glass plate. Hence, the unit is cyclicly accessed.

The CRT and a movable lens are used essentially radially for track selec-

tion, and a servo loop is used to position the light beam accurately. As

presently demonstrated, the unit stores 21 x 106 bits, with an average

read-access time of 25 milliseconds, but may soon be increased to

31 x 106 bits.

A storage unit is being developed at General Etectric which employs

thermoplastic plates for storage and a flying spot scanner for access.Z

Unlike the Bell Labs flying spot store, the light beam from the CRT face

is directed at only one plate at a time and the bits are read out in

serial by scanning the beam. The principal advantage of the thermoplastic

storage is that it is erasable under control nf the parent system. The

unit is presently planned to store 38 x 107 hits with a maximum access

time of 1 millisecond.

Another interesting approach is being pursued by MIT and the Hydel

Corp. The storage is on stationary photographic plates which are illumi-

nated. The image of these plates is swept past a set of photo multipliers

by an N-sided rotating mirror. Such a storage unit would be fixed and

cyclic. While an experimental model is capable of storing over 10? bit,

an average access time is not known.

A very interesting proposed scheme makes use of the basic electron-

beam-activated machining process.• In general, the storage method con-

sists of machining ordered structures in thin films deposited on a movable

substrate, using a fixed-position, electro-statically operated electron-

optical system. The same electron-optical system operating in a different

mode is used to read out stored information electronically. Well-developed
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'techniques of modern electron-microscoy are available, .iclud~ui-hsh .-- 4-
resoluti-on and high rates of processing and read-out. All.processes-e i . . 4
be conducted in ultra-high vacuum, a required condition if long-term

stability of stored information and the electron-optical system is to

be maintained.

C. FIGURE OF MERIT

It is rather difficult to offer a "figure of merit" which covers all

types of storage units and is of any real value. Each type of storage

unit must fit its particular task and be as economical as possible.

However, if a line is drawn on Fig. 6 connecting the leftmost units having

dynamic access, it is seen to have a slope of approximately 2. Thus if
each unit along this line is to have an equal figure of merit, this
would yield

FM = log 1 0 (bit capacity) 2 log 1 0 (access time)

=log~ ( I10 \t2/

In order to use non-negative figures of merit, the capacity should be in

bits and the rend-access time in seconds. The inclusion of the access

time in the denominator raised to the second power leads to the prediction
that capacity can be increased by two orders of magnitude while only

suffering one order loss in speed.
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V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have used the artifice of a conceptual model of a storage unit in

* order to classify the various kinds of storage units according to their

terminal characteristics. The important terminal characteristics are the

storage capacity, speed and order of access, the operating mode, and the

permanence of the stored data. We dissected this model into four funda-

mental parts, an aggregate of storage registers, access equipment for

selection and excitation of the desired register, the sensing equipment

for determining the data stored in the register, and the organizational

scheme used for interconnection. The various techniques for achieving

these fundamental operations are outlined and discussed. The relation
between the use of particular techniques in a storage unit and the

position of that storage unit on the capacity vs speed graph is shown

with some predictions for improvements.

B3efore very large capacity, fast-storage units of perhaps one billion

bitz with only a few microseconds access time can become possible, this

survey shows that improved methods of static avcc.us are rcquired. Because

this conclusion came early in the project, static rauidom-access techniques

were given special attention. Indeed, a mathematical model which permits

the inclusion of :nany known magnetic-coke acuess switches was developed.

More important, an algorithmic procedure for the design of the most

economical, reliable switch available for any given set of requirements

imposed by available drivers and current driven storage registers is
developed. This special study and development is printed separately

(RADC-Thi-61-1171) and titled Magnetic Core Access Switches, Technical

Supplement to PADC-T-61-L17A. For convenience, tho svjmmary and

conclusions section of that report are repeated here.
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V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
OF TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT

A. SUMMARY

The results of the report may be summarized briefly in two categories:

(1) Systematic Study of Conventional Magnetic Core
Access Switches--The conventional coordinate access
switches of Olsen, Rajchman, and others were used as
a basis on which a general mathematical model for the
coordinate access switch was established, Similarly,
a model was developed which generalized the load-
sharing zero-noise switches of Constantine, Marcus,
and Chien.

(2) Development of New and Promising Magnetic Core
Access Switches--It was found that certain speciali-
zations of the general mathematical model led to
many novel switches. Examples of these new switches
are load-sharing coordinate switches which have more
outputs than inputs, and load-Mharing zero-noise
switches for which the designer is allowed more free-
dom in choosing the load-sharing factor. Algorithms
and tables have been developed to aid the designer
in finding the appropriate switch for his application.

i ut, ,,ute uetaijed summary, in Section I magnetic core access switches
were defined, and their use in storage systems was shown. In Section II,
a coordinate square switch was described in terms of three matrices: a
winding matrix which iný,ratpd the wiring pattern, a aelection matrix which
contained all allowable ways of energizing the drivers, and an excitation

matrix which gave the magnetomotive forces on the cores for all allowable
ways of energizing the drivers. It was shown in this section that the

matrices had better properties if the description of the bias winding was

kept separate. Such pseudo switches were termed basic switches, and the
addition of the bias was considered as an augmentation. Several other
augmentations were considered: negative windings, non-unit windings,

inhibiting drivers, and redundant windings. The negative winding and

inhibiting driver augmentations were shown individually to be equivalent
to the bias augmentation. The non-unit winding augmentation allows flexi-

bility in choosing appropriate operating voltages and currents. The re-

dundant winding augmentation is an original contribution of this report;
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it allows the designer to obtain a pulse power on the aeleoted output

line greater than the input power delivered by any one driver.
The coordinate switch was further generalized to include non-square

switches. All of the augmentations were combined into a general non-

square switch, and the properties of this switch were discussed in some

detail. It was shown that a number of access switches which have been

described in the literature correspond to special cases of the generalized

non-square switch; in addition the model yields a wide range of access

switches which have not previously been published.

An additional subject which was treated in Sec. II and in the

Appendices is that of design algorithms and aids for evaluating alter-

native switches. In particular, techniques were developed for producing

the various matrices which describe the construction and operation of

coordinate access switches. Wherever practicable these techniques were

reduced to the simplest terms, such that the designer may write out the

required matrices by making appropriate references to the design tables
which are included in Sec. I1 and the appendices.

Section II concluded with the development of a cost model for co-

ordinate switches. Given the unit cost of the components which make up

a switch, the model allows choice of the least expensivef switch. The

model is useful in a number of other ways; for example, it allows the

choice of the most reliable of a group of designs.

In Section III methods were developed for improving upon the coordi-

nate switch by rpd:icing the- nibe . .f drivers cr 'inding=, r both.

Some of these methods involved winding organizations different from the

coordinate switch; others involved the introduction of diodes to route

the driver outputs. An example of a switch using output logic was dis-

cussed and developed into a universal recoder.

Section IV contains a review of the current knowledge of a recent

and important class of access switches, known as load-sharing zero-noise

switches. These switches were compared, and a theorem was proven that

these switches may have no more outputs than inputs. Some new classes

of zero-noise switches were developed from load-sharing coordinate

owitches. These new switches allow achievement of larger numbers of

outputs than was practical with conventional load sharing switches.

Furthermore, all the known switches and certain of the new switches were
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shown t~o be apecial cases of a mo~re gene.ral class of *ar.n-io isela-d-_

sharing switches that are based on balanced incomplete block theory.

Finally techniques were developed for combining given switch designs

into still more designs by using switch matrices as the elements of a

switch matrix The resulting techniques allow the designer of zero noise

load sharing switches far greater freedom than was formerly available.

B. CONCLUSIONS

1. OTHER AREAS OF APPLICATION FOR THE RESULTS

While the consideration in this report. has been the systematic study

and logical design of magnetic core access switches, it should be clear

that other devices might be used in place of the magnetic cores with only

minor alterations in the techniques which have been described. It was

mentioned in the report in several coniections that magnetic core access

switches correspond to a special case of linear-input logic; consequently,

other devices capable of performing this type logic are potentially suitable

for alternative access switches. Possible examples are Kirchhoff resistor-

adders, parametrons, certain multioipertured magnetic devices, multiple-

coil relays, and others

It should be noted also that very few assumptions were made in this

report on the nature of the storage devices themselves; although indi-

vidual rectangular-loop magnet-ic cores organized in a coincident-current

array were tacitly .,1r,;n,,d TI1.- rcsults of this report are essentially

unchanged if for instanec, a linear-select organization is used for the

stora.e cores, and indeed if other devices are used in place of the

storage cores Examples of such alternative devices might be magnetic

aperture plates, tunnel diode storage arrays, and electroluminescent-

photoconductive arrays . Similarly, the nature of the signal which is

delivered by the access switch to the storage may vary from the pulse

pair assumed in this report without essential changes in the results.

For instance, very short or otherwise especially-shaped pulses may be

called for in order to operate in various ways, such as in the partial-

switching mode, On the other hand, Lhe access switch may be called upon

to deliver a sinusoidal signal on the selected output line, or perhaps

to vary the phase of the signal on the selected line. These requirements

would be appropriate to certain frequency-access methods. For such situ.

ations, some of the details of the techniques covered in this report would

change, but the bulk of the results would remain.
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While the access switches described in this report relate to random-

access storage systems which may be altered electrically, there is nothing

to keep the results from being used for other forms of storage systems.

For instance, the access switches of this report may be used in connection

with read-only storage systems; indeed, such systems involve little more

than the access switch. Similarly, access switches may be considered as

a special type of multiple-output network; and as such they may be used

in applications having little to do with storage. For instance, it is

not too difficult to conceive of a class of interesting pulse distributors

based on the load-sharing access switches which have been discussed.

2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

While magnetic core access switches have been studied in some detail

in this report, it appears that considerable work remains to be done.

Such problems as the design of the drivers and of the signal recoders need

to be considered, and the many new access switches disclosed in this report

need to be evaluated by appropriate experimental work. While a general

model for coordinate switches was developed in the report such that any

switch of this class may be constructed by the application of the tabular

techniques which were described, the load-sharing zero-noise switches do

not easily fit this model. In fact, it is not yet certain that the most

general class of such switches has been discovercd. As a next step in

this work, it would seem very desirable to develop even more general

models than have been displayed in this report, with the hope of obtaining

even more new access switches and of further increasing the degree of

flexibility afforded the designer in his choice of the proper access switch

for any particular application.
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APPENDIX

The following is the list of storage units
whose capacity and speed are plotted in Figure 6.

The first column lists the code numbers of that
figure. Column two lists the manufacturer and
computer of which the storage unit is a part or

the model number of the storage unit itself.
Column three lists the storage capacity in

thousands of registers or words. Column four is

the number of digits (b = binary, d a decimal,
a - alphanumeric) per word or register. Column

five then translates these two into bit capacity

of the storage unit. Column six lists the average

read access time where known. Column seven is the
read/write cycle time. In Figure 6 ii read dccess

time was not known separately, one half the R/W

cycle time was used. Column eight lists the trans-

fer rates of several back-up storage units in
thousands of characters per second.
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A.PPEIND

NNiU T OF 1IGITS READ ACCESS R/I CYCLE CHARACTER

NMANUFACTURE STORAGO BIT CAPACI(Y TIME AVERAGE TIME TRANSFER RATEAND COMPUTER TYPE REGISTERS REGISTER (thousands() (thoianda/aao
(thousands)

1 1DM 7030 Stretch 16 64b 1,024 1.6 2.0
16,768 1.6 2.0

2 UNIVAC AVC 10 12d 500 2 4
97 12d 5,000 2 4

3 IBM 7090 32 36b 1,052 2.2

4 IBM 7080 60 la 320 2.2
80 lI 640 2.2
I la 4 1.1

5 L1NIVAC 1105 8 36b 288 8
12 36b 432 8

6 IBM 709 Uses 738 4 36b 144 4 12
Mag. Core Mem. 32 36b 1,296 4 12

7 LNIVAC 1103A 4 36b 144 8
12 36b 432 8

8 QTtIROL DATA 6.4 48b 384 2.2
6.4 48b 1,536 2.2

9 WEA 601 8 56b 448 0.9
Nag. Mem. No. 661 32 56b 1,792 1.5

10 [NIVAC 1107 0.128 321- 4.6 0.3 0.
Thin Film

11 FIIILC3 2000 4 48b 192 S and 1 10 and 2
220-4 Memory 32 1,536

12 IM 705 20 Ia 140 5 9
Mag. Mere. No. 739 80 Ia 560 5 9

40 Ia 280 5 9

13 I1NIVAC II 2 12a 144 40

14 IBM 7070 5 led 200 6
Mag. Miem. No. 7301-1 5 lOd 200 6
Mag. Meae. No. 7301-2 10 400 6Mag. Mere. No. 7301-3 5 200 4

(hih speed)Maý. em. No. 7301-4 10 4004
(igh speed)

14 IBM 7074 5 lOd 200 4

15 Honeywell H-800 4 12d 192 6
32 12d 1,536 6

16 Bendix G-20 4 32b 128 5.6 6
32 32b 1,024 5.6 6

17 LNIVAC III 3 6d 192 1.7 4.5
32 6d 768 1.7 4.5

18 Burroughs 220 2 80 S 10Mere. Type 381-2 5 200 5 10
10 400 5 10

19 FCA 501 16.3 Ia 98 7.5 15Type 561-1 16.3 7.5 15
Type 561-2 32.7 7.5 15
Type 561-3 49.1 7.5 15
Type 561-4 65.5 393 7.5 15
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L APPENDIX Continued

NUMBER OF • IAACTI
NME MAOUFACTURR STOAE DIGITS BIT CAPACry READ ACCEBS R/W CYCLEVAN COUTEE TE STORA PER (thousands) TIME AVERAGE TI TIIRANFERi RATE

(thaumAds REGISTER (PsA) ( (thoujands/sec)

20 GE 210 4 6d 96 32
8 6d 192 32

21 2 304 lOa 120 60
4 240 60

22 INIVAC File I 0.020 12a 1.54 900

23 IBM 650 0,060 10d 2.5 100

24 Honeywell H-400 1 12d 48 8
41.2 19

25 GE 225 2 21b 40 20
16 320 20

26 IBM 1401 1.4-16 il 8.4..12.8 11.5
Core Unit 1406-1 4 24

1406-2 8 48
1406-3 12 72

27 CA 301 10 In 60 7
20 120 7

28 DEC POP-3 4 36b 144 5
32 36b 1,052 5

29 DEC PDP-1 I lob 18 5
4 72 5

30 I113M 1620 20 ld 80 20
1623-1 20 Id 80
1623-2 40 Id 160

31 Control Date 160 4 12b 49 2.2 6.4

32 MIT-Lincoln labs Th-2 2,500 2.8 6.5
"S" Mem.

33 MIT Lincoln Labs TX..2 151 2.4 5.5
"T" Mem.

34 MIT-Lincoln Labs TX-2 64 wds 19b 1.2 0.6 4
"X" ALem.

35 Sylvania Mobidic 4 38b 160 8
28 38b

36 Telemeter Mag. 11B 0.256-1 4-206 20.5 5 10

37 Telemeter Mag. LQ 8 2-80b 656 max 0.9 1.5

38 7M 144-"Q 1.2 7

40 NCR3'15 10 12b 120 6
20 240 6
40 480 6NO• 316-3

Memory 10 12b 120 6

41 LNIVAC File I 180 Is 1,080 17,000
Model "O" Drum

42 INJVAC File I 6,000 Is 36,000 400,000
Randex Drum
(2 drums)
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APPENDIX Continusd

!INUWEtR OF DIGITS BI AAITY BRA~D ACCESqS 0/1/ CYCL.E CHaRACTIR
MAI~NUFACTURER STOR•AGE BP T APC-NIRR PER C•PTI YE I•ITJ tosns TIME AVERAGE• TIMEF TRANSFER RATE

AN OPTHTP E SESRGMZ (thousands) 0"GT •I (ya (thousianda.sea)

43 UNlVAC Solid State 80/90 410d 160 1,700
Drum 1 lod 40 425

44 BFND1X G- 15 2 29 58 14,500
lD.um O. 016 29 0. 5 540

45 GE 225 343 8,300

Drum (Auxiliary)

46 IWC-4000 8 32 256 8,500
Drum

47 [RPC-9000 72 12a 5.2 800
Magneto Striction

48 ALWAC-III-E 8 33b 260 9,000
Drum
EL-Tronics

49 ElectroData 205 4 1Od 160 8,500

Drum 0.8 lOd 2.4 850

50 Monorobot IX 0.152 Id 1

51 Monorobot XI 1 32b 32 6,000
Drum

52 IP'U30 4 31b 124 7,500
Royal McBee
Drum

53 RCA 501 1,500 Id 6,000 190,000
567 Dru:' File

54 Packard Beii Pt-250 16 22b 0.352 90
Magnetostrictive delay 16 22b 0.352 1,500

55 lIBM 705 60 la 360 8,000
734 MAg. Drlim

56 LFE 32.7 4,000
Bernoulli Disc

57 Sheherd 640 10 sec11-100
Bin tape deck

58 II.M RAMAC
7300-1 Disc Storage 6,000 id 36,000 < 1 sec
7300-2 Disc Storage 12,000 ]a 72,000 < I sec

59 Telex Disc File
Telex I 154,000 158,000
Telex IA 154,000 53,000
Telex II 617,000 125,000
Telex IIA 617,000 42,000

60 Datamatic 1000 37,200 Id 186,800
Magnetic file tape

61 NOC 304 75,000
330 Mag. Tape Handler
(deck)

62 ElectroData 22,000 ld 110,000 14 sec
Data File Mod. 560
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APPAlIIX cos~u,01ofs

NUNBERt OF DINUSQE -RAD ACCES$ /, CYCLE CHARACTERMANUFCTRE STORAGE• PFS BIT CAPACITY INUMER P.STO (thousands). TIME AVERAGE TIME TRANSFER RATE
A COMPUTER TYPE REGISTERS REGISTER () (A) (thousands/see)

(t ho us ands a )I

63 GE Disc File
Mass Random Access 75,000 Is 150,000
Memory 100,000 la 150,000

64 ICA 301 4.600 Is 27,600 4.25 see
361 Record File

65 RPC-9000 - Tape Loops 1,000 Is 7,000

66 Bryant-4000 720,000 167,000 160
Mag. Disc File (bit or word)

67 Remington Rand UNIVAC II 37,000 140 sec 25
I Uniservo Tae
16 tape decks 592,000 140 see 25

68 IBM 729 1 98, 00 41
40 tape decks 3.9 *Ioe 140 see 41

69 IBM 729 IV 98,000 130 sec 60

40 tape decks 3.9 x 100 130 sec 60

70 IBM 727 IIT 14,000 180 see 15
Tape deck

71 " 581 75,000 1.4 see 15
63 4.5 x 100 1.4 see 15

72 IBM AN/GSQ-16 30,000 25.000
Photoneopic Store

73 Bell Laboratories 131,000 76b 10,000 5
Flying Spot Store 65,500 76b 5,000 4

74 Ferranti, Ltd. 8,000 50b 400 0.2
Ferrite IPod

75 IBM Card Capacitor 10 960/card 10,000 10
0.1 960/csrd 100 1
0.001 960/card 10 0.1

76 Lincoln Labs Configu- 0.032 lOb 0.320 0.4
ration Control

Thin film store

77 Bell Laboratories 512 26b 13,312 5
Twister Store
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